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Estimating Long-Term Global Supply Costs for Low-Carbon Hydrogen

Gregor Brändle, Max Schönfisch∗, Simon Schulte
Institute of Energy Economics at the University of Cologne (EWI)

Vogelsanger Straße 321a
50827 Cologne, Germany

Abstract

This article presents a comprehensive approach for estimating the development of global production and

supply costs of low-carbon hydrogen from RES (onshore wind, offshore wind and solar PV) and natural gas

(natural gas reforming with carbon capture and storage (CCS) and pyrolysis) until 2050. The analysis also

assesses the costs associated with the transportation of hydrogen by ship or pipeline. The combination of

production and transportation costs yields a ranking of cost-optimal supply sources for individual countries.

Estimation results suggest that natural gas reforming with CCS will be the most cost-efficient low-carbon

hydrogen production pathway in the medium term (2020-2030). Production of hydrogen from RES could

become competitive in the long run (2030-2050) if capital costs decrease significantly. The cost-optimal long-

term hydrogen supply depends on regional characteristics, such as RES potentials and gas prices. Imports are

cost-effective where domestic production potential is small and/or cost-intensive. Additionally, good import

conditions exist for countries which are connected to prospective low-cost exporters via existing natural

gas pipelines that can be retrofitted to transport hydrogen. Due to the high cost of seaborne transport,

hydrogen trade will most likely develop regionally along pipeline networks.

Keywords: low-carbon hydrogen, hydrogen production, hydrogen transportation, levelised cost, LCOH

1. Introduction

Hydrogen is a versatile energy carrier and presents an attractive option for the substitution of fossil

energy sources. Unlike electricity, it can be stored on a large scale over a long time and can be transported

via pipeline or ship (IEA, 2019d). It can also be blended into existing natural gas networks (Speirs et al.,

2018). Additionally, there are no direct carbon emissions when it is converted into power or heat. Therefore,

hydrogen will likely play a central role in achieving greenhouse gas neutrality in energy-consuming sectors

such as industry and transportation (IEA, 2019d).
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For the purposes of this analysis, hydrogen is treated as low-carbon when the production process releases

minimal or no CO2 into the atmosphere. Two pathways to produce low-carbon hydrogen currently receive the

most attention, both in academia (Parkinson et al., 2017; Schmidt et al., 2017) as well as in (supra-)national

hydrogen strategies (for example, European Commission, 2020; METI Japan, 2020): the production of

hydrogen from the electrolysis of water driven by electricity from renewable energy sources (RES) and the

production of hydrogen from natural gas, primarily through natural gas reforming (NGR) with carbon

capture and storage (CCS) or alternatively natural gas pyrolysis.

Other options commonly suggested to produce low-carbon hydrogen include electrolysis using nuclear

electricity, coal gasification with CCS and the gasification of biomass (IEA, 2020). However, limited

potentials and a large number of competing uses for biomass in a decarbonised economy will likely

constrain the sustainable low-carbon hydrogen production potential from biomass. Coal gasification with

CCS may play an important role in some countries, such as China (IEA, 2019d), and nuclear electricity

may be used in a limited number of countries that rely heavily on nuclear energy today, such as France.

Nevertheless, projections such as IEA (2019c, 2020) suggest that across the globe, the future production of

low-carbon hydrogen will be based overwhelmingly on either electrolysis using RES electricity or the

processing of natural gas. Therefore, the comparative global analysis presented by this study focuses on

the following production pathways:

1. Hydrogen from the electrolysis of water driven by electricity from RES. This kind of hydrogen is also

commonly known as green hydrogen (Velazquez Abad and Dodds, 2020). The RES considered for

electrolysis are solar photovoltaics (PV) and wind power (onshore and offshore).

2. Hydrogen from NGR with CCS, also referred to as blue hydrogen. Most of the CO2 produced in the

process is captured, transported away and stored in permanent repositories to prevent it from escaping

into the atmosphere.

3. Hydrogen from the pyrolysis of natural gas, which is also known as turquoise hydrogen. Natural

gas (methane) is cracked into hydrogen and solid carbon in the absence of oxygen and under high

temperature. The process itself produces no CO2.

The transportation of hydrogen is challenging due to its low volumetric energy density, in particular when

using pipelines is not feasible (IEA, 2019d). Therefore, various solutions are being investigated as potential

hydrogen energy carriers for the long-distance transportation of hydrogen by sea, the most prominent being

ammonia (Yüksel Alpaydin et al., 2021), methanol (Garcia et al., 2021), liquid organic hydrogen carriers

(LOHC) (Brigljević et al., 2020) and liquid hydrogen (LH2) (Wijayanta et al., 2019). A final assessment of

which energy carrier will be the most cost-efficient solution for hydrogen transportation in the long-term is

not yet possible; this also depends on the final form of use.
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First studies on hydrogen energy were conducted in the 1970s (Dell and Bridger, 1975; Veziroglu et al.,

1976), as a response to the first signs of impending environmental disruption, exhaustion of hydrocarbon

fuels (Meadows et al., 1972), and a global energy crisis (Goltsov, 2001). After the oil crisis of 1973 subsided,

low fuel prices and high technology costs led to a reduction in interest in the hydrogen topic, and only

few studies were published. The situation began to change in the early 2000s. Since then, the number of

economic studies on hydrogen has sharply increased due to a rise in environmental concerns around fossil

fuels and the growing maturity of hydrogen technologies (El-Emam and Özcan, 2019).

Techno-economic assessments examine the technological feasibility and costs of different low-carbon

hydrogen production routes (Machhammer et al., 2016; Kalamaras and Efstathiou, 2013; Timmerberg

et al., 2020). In an early analysis, Mueller-Langer et al. (2007) assess different hydrogen production

processes and suggest that hydrogen production from electrolysis is unlikely to be competitive, mostly due

to high electricity prices. Instead, applying carbon capture technologies could enable a low-carbon

hydrogen production from fossil fuels.

Many conditions have changed since then. Most notably, the cost of renewable energy has fallen rapidly,

a trend that major projections expect to continue (IEA, 2019d; IRENA, 2020a; BNEF, 2019).

Glenk and Reichelstein (2019) assess the economics of operating an electrolysis system with grid

electricity and find that renewable hydrogen is already cost-competitive in some niche applications.

El-Emam and Özcan (2019) carry out a comprehensive review of studies on the techno-economics of

sustainable large-scale low-carbon hydrogen production. Their findings suggest that fossil-based

carbon-intensive hydrogen production is currently more cost-effective than low-carbon production.

However, according to their assessment, a medium-term transition towards low-carbon hydrogen looks

possible as alternative routes, such as nuclear-driven electrolysis represent promising and potentially

competitive production pathways. A study of Ram et al. (2019), which focuses on a path towards an

energy system based on 100% renewable energy, expects that the cost of RES-derived hydrogen will

continue to decline and become cost-competitive with fossil-based hydrogen by 2050. The International

Energy Agency (IEA) states that low-carbon hydrogen from electrolysis "could become competitive in the

long-term if large-scale deployment brings down costs" (IEA, 2020, p. 144). According to the IEA’s

projections, demand for low-carbon hydrogen could, therefore, be covered in the long-term by a

combination of both production routes, whereby electrolysis could become the dominant technology by

2050 (IEA, 2020, p. 110).

A supply chain infrastructure that connects production and consumption is needed to facilitate the large-

scale utilisation of hydrogen. This infrastructure must be newly built (Gerwen et al., 2019), or alternatively,

based on the conversion of existing assets. Converting existing natural gas pipelines is potentially the most

economical way to establish an infrastructure to transport hydrogen across continental distances (Wang et al.,

2020). Timmerberg and Kaltschmitt (2019) discuss a low-cost opportunity, wherein hydrogen is blended
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into existing gas pipelines. Wang et al. (2020) describe a potential future European transportation network

for hydrogen, whereby parts of the infrastructure have to be newly built, retrofitting former gas pipelines

can substantially reduce costs. Gaseous hydrogen has a low volumetric energy density; transportation and

storage in a medium with limited space (ships, tanks) is expensive and inefficient. Alternative energy

carriers for long-distance (overseas) transportation and storage are discussed, wherein hydrogen is liquefied

or incorporated into other molecules with higher energy density (IEA, 2019b). Kojima (2019) assesses

the materials most suitable for mixing with hydrogen to ensure efficient transportation storage and finds

ammonia to be an attractive hydrogen carrier. Wijayanta et al. (2019) review different hydrogen carriers

and conduct a long-term cost comparison. According to the study, ammonia with direct utilisation has

the potential for massive adoption. If pure hydrogen1 is required as the end use product, liquid hydrogen

(LH2) looks promising as a carrier in the long run. Mizuno et al. (2017) present a cost analysis of different

hydrogen energy carriers as part of an international supply chain by shipping for 2030 and 2050. They find

only negligible cost differences between ammonia and LH2 and identify many essential points for research

and development that could significantly decrease transportation costs.

So-called Liquid Organic Hydrogen Carriers (LOHC) are also examined as transportation options. These

are substances that can absorb and release hydrogen by chemical reaction. Abánades et al. (2013) and

Aakko-Saksa et al. (2018) review and discuss the suitability of LOHC for transportation and storage.

Another literature stream deals with potential structures of hydrogen trade and supply. Results from

techno-economic assessments of production and transportation often serve as a basis for these analyses.

Case studies discuss the development of a hydrogen economy and possible sources of hydrogen imports for

selected countries.

Heuser et al. (2020) model a global hydrogen supply scheme. They estimate supply costs for selected

countries in 2050 and only consider production and trade of hydrogen from RES. Hydrogen provision is

determined by a cost-optimal allocation approach where regions with a strong output of wind and solar

energy export to different demand regions. Their results suggest that trading will mostly take place within

continental regions.

A range of specific case studies can be found for Japan and Germany, as both countries have set ambitious

targets for the hydrogen economy and will likely have to import at least part of their demand (BMWi, 2020;

METI Japan, 2020). Jensterle et al. (2019) analyse the role of clean hydrogen in Japan and Germany’s

future energy systems and investigate potential supply chains. In a subsequent study, Jensterle et al. (2020)

evaluate international cooperation potentials for Germany to import hydrogen from RES and include soft

criteria such as socio-political stability or existing know-how.

1As defined by ISO 14687 (ISO, 2019).
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Case studies for Japan often focus on hydrogen imports by ship due to the country’s geographical location

as an island. Watanabe et al. (2010) estimate costs for hydrogen from overseas wind energy. Fúnez Guerra

et al. (2020) discuss the case of providing Japan with renewable Ammonia from Chile. A similar study

comes from Heuser et al. (2019) who investigate the elements of a hydrogen supply chain linking Patagonia

and Japan.

There are also hydrogen case studies for other countries that analyse the potential of domestic production

or imports, for example, for Argentina (Rodríguez et al., 2010), Hong Kong (Shu et al., 2015), or South

Korea (Stangarone, 2020).

Expanding on to the existing literature, this article presents a comprehensive global assessment of low-

carbon hydrogen production and supply costs. To our knowledge, it is the first work to compare different

RES- and natural gas-based hydrogen production technologies and transportation options on a country-by-

country basis.

Efficient hydrogen supply pathways are examined by estimating cost developments for different

production and transportation options. Hydrogen from RES as well as hydrogen from natural gas are

considered. For the analysis of hydrogen from RES, data on global PV and wind energy potentials is

clustered into multiple resource classes that make a cost distinction possible also within a country. Each

resource class can be combined with a low- or high-temperature electrolyser to produce hydrogen. A linear

optimisation model determines optimal ratios of installed RES-to-electrolyser capacity to minimise

hydrogen costs individually for each RES and electrolyser combination. Concerning hydrogen from natural

gas, this study considers NGR with CCS as a medium-term and production via pyrolysis as a long-term2

production route. Pyrolysis is currently not market-ready, but if feasible, its advantage is that the carbon

by-product is solid. Capture and storage of CO2 can thus be avoided. The analysis assesses hydrogen

transportation by pipelines or by liquid hydrogen tankers. Based on global production costs and

cost-minimising transportation routes, potential supply structures at a country level are discussed in

exemplary case studies for Germany and Japan3.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: section 2 lays out the methodology of the analysis.

Data and assumptions are presented in section 3. Key results are presented and discussed in sections 4.

Section 5 concludes the analysis.

2. Methodology

The objective of this analysis is to estimate long-term production and supply costs of different low-

carbon hydrogen technologies. Production costs are estimated for low-carbon hydrogen derived from the

2In this paper, long-term refers to the time after 2040
3A third case study on the United States can be found in Appendix C.3
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electrolysis of water, using renewable energy sources (solar PV, onshore and offshore wind) to drive the

process, and from natural gas (NGR with CCS and pyrolysis). Estimations are performed individually for

each year (2020-2050), country and technology. We derive the levelised cost of hydrogen (LCOH), which is

the average net present cost of hydrogen produced by a technology over its whole lifetime.4

Since production costs alone have no significance for local supply costs, international transport costs

for hydrogen are estimated. We assume that only hydrogen from RES will be transported internationally

(over long distances); hydrogen from natural gas is always produced domestically, so that the local gas price

determines local supply costs.5

Figure 1: Methodology for long-term supply cost estimation
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Techno-economic assumptions include lifetime, efficiency, availability, capital expenditures (CAPEX) and operating costs
(OPEX). Exogenous inputs are blue-hashed. Weighted average costs of capital (WACC) are assumed to be equal over
countries and time and therefore excluded in this figure for simplicity.

4The LCOH (in $/kg) is derived by dividing the discounted total costs by the sum of hydrogen produced over the economic
lifetime of asset.

5The transportation of natural gas, whether by pipeline or ship, is always cheaper than the transportation of hydrogen.
Therefore, importing hydrogen produced elsewhere from natural gas would always be more costly than domestic hydrogen
production using imported natural gas. This is likely the case even when the long-term storage of CO2 is not possible locally
and it has to be transported over large distances to suitable storage sites, thereby substantially increasing the cost of CO2
disposal. As we show in Section 5, the LCOH of hydrogen from NGR with CCS exhibits a very low sensitivity to variations in
CO2 disposal costs. The costs of supplying natural gas to a specific country are already included in the local gas price.
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Hydrogen costs from electrolysis, pyrolysis and NGR with CCS are first analysed individually and then

compared with each other afterwards. Figure 1 provides a detailed overview of the methodology, key inputs

and assumptions. A detailed description of each individual step can be found in Appendix A.

3. Data and Assumptions

We assess 94 countries on six continents (except Antarctica).6 The years considered are 2020 to 2050.

A uniform WACC of r = 8% is assumed for all investments.7

From the perspective of this analysis, a prerequisite for strong growth in global demand for low-carbon

hydrogen is an ambitious decarbonisation of the entire economy, and the power sector in particular. Our

analysis is therefore embedded in a scenario framework that reflects such a transition. In line with IEA

(2019c), we assume a carbon price is imposed on all uncaptured emissions from the hydrogen production

process (see Appendix B.6 for details). In addition to that, we assume an aggressive deployment of

renewables in the power sector, as outlined in the IRENA REmap scenario (IRENA, 2019a). The

cumulative, technology-specific RES build-out projected by this scenario is to estimate the development of

RES CAPEX and operating costs (OPEX) by applying learning rates (described in more detail below).8

3.1. Hydrogen from RES

Techno-economic forecasts for RES and electrolyser CAPEX differ very strongly. In order to consider

this in our analysis, we developed two separate cost scenarios9:

• A scenario with baseline assumptions close to mean values of cost projections from literature,

• a scenario with optimistic assumptions from the lower end of cost projections,

• an explicit optimisation and consideration of a scenario with pessimistic assumptions is left out for

simplicity. If costs decrease less than under baseline assumptions or even remain constant, the LCOH

from more recent years of the baseline assumptions scenario can represent this possibility.

There is a large body of literature on learning rates (LR) for wind and solar PV. The assumptions on

learning rates in this analysis are based on a literature review of recent learning rate estimates. A detailed

overview of the surveyed literature can be found in Appendix B.2. Only estimates from the last five years

6A detailed list of countries and regions can be found in Appendix B
7This assumption is in line with major techno-economic assessments of energy investments, such as IEA (2019c) or IRENA

(2019b).
8The cumulative, technology-specific RES capacity additions assumed by the IRENA REmap scenario are displayed in Table

B.6 in Appendix B.
9The difference in CAPEX between the baseline and optimistic scenarios is a function of both better technology and greater

scale, with the optimistic case representing larger, more advanced systems.
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are considered since older projections have mostly underestimated RES cost reductions and are, in some

cases, already incorrect today (Krey et al., 2019).

The selected learning rates and other key techno-economic assumptions are presented in Table 1. CAPEX

and OPEX figures for PV, onshore wind and shallow-water (<25m) offshore wind were obtained from DNV

GL (2019) for the year 2018. DNV-GL differentiates costs by region,10 so each country we consider is

assigned to the corresponding region. For offshore wind turbines sited in deeper waters (25m to 55m), we

used projections from NREL (2020, TRG 5) since offshore CAPEX varies considerably with water depth

and distance to shore (Myhr et al., 2014).11 Cost differences between countries for the deep-water class are

assumed to be the same as those of the shallow-water offshore class, as provided by DNV GL (2019).12

Table 1: Techno-economic assumptions on RES

PV Onshore wind Offshore wind

Lifetime n (years) 25 25 25
OPEX (% of CAPEX/a) 2 2.5 2.5
LR baseline (%) 30 18 16
LR optimistic (%) 40 23 20
Cum. installed capacity xresy (reference) IRENA (2019a) IRENA (2019a) IRENA (2019a)
capacity factor (reference) Pietzcker et al. (2014) Bosch et al. (2017) Bosch et al. (2019)

Assumptions for lifetime and OPEX from IEA (2019d). A full overview on calculations of accumulated installed
capacities can be found in Appendix B.6.

The capacity factor is a ratio between 0-1 that indicates how much energy a RES produces in relation

to its installed capacity (1) over a given period of time, usually a year. Areas with higher solar irradiance

or higher mean wind speeds allow for higher capacity factors and thus yield ceteris paribus a lower levelised

cost of electricity (LCOE) and thus potentially lower LCOH. To assess a country’s RES-based hydrogen

production potential, and to take into account in-country variations in the quality of the RES resource, we

cluster PV and onshore wind potentials based on capacity factor ranges. As explained above, offshore wind

potentials are clustered based on water depth instead, as CAPEX rise significantly when moving into deeper

waters.

Each resource class has a theoretical potential, which states how much total capacity (measured in GWel)

can be installed within a given resource class in a given country.

10Statistics compiled by (IRENA, 2020b) show that RES CAPEX varies between countries. This is due to, among other
factors, differences in labour costs and the prevailing exchange rates.

11CAPEX for PV and onshore wind also vary depending on location and terrain, although to a much lesser extent. For
the purpose of simplification, in-country variations in the CAPEX/OPEX of PV and onshore wind are not considered for this
analysis.

12Costs for connecting an offshore wind park to the coast are already included in the CAPEX for offshore wind (see NREL
(2020) for an exact list of the cost components). We therefore assume that hydrogen from offshore wind electricity is produced
onshore.
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We exclude potentials with capacity factors below certain thresholds from the analysis, as hydrogen

production would be prohibitively expensive in such areas. Furthermore, resource classes with a potential

of less than 1 GWel are also excluded.

Country-level data on PV capacity factors and potentials is taken from Pietzcker et al. (2014). The data

is already clustered into resource classes based on capacity factor ranges. PV potentials are clustered into

four classes with capacity factors ranging from >0.22 (1), 0.21 to 0.22 (2), 0.21 to 0.2 (3) and 0.2 to 0.125

(4).1314

Capacity factors and potentials for onshore and offshore wind are taken from Bosch et al. (2017) and

Bosch et al. (2019). As with PV, the potentials of the analysed countries are clustered into classes based on

capacity factors. For onshore wind, capacity factor classes range from >0.4 (1), 0.4 to 0.3 (2) and 0.3 to 0.2

(3). Potential sites with capacity factors below 0.2 are excluded.

As explained above, offshore wind CAPEX are strongly dependent on water depth. Simply categorising

offshore wind potentials by capacity factor would bias the results and give a relative advantage to potentials

in deep waters. For this reason, we chose to define offshore wind resource classes based on water depth, not

capacity factor. Classes 1 and 2 correspond to water depths of <25m and 25-55m respectively.

For each resource class of PV, onshore, and offshore wind, we construct a synthetic hourly capacity factor

profile for a full year. More details on this procedure can be found in Appendix A.5. The estimated hourly

profiles are then fed into the optimisation model that computes the optimal RES-to-electrolyser ratio for

the given resource class.

The assumptions on CAPEX, OPEX and capacity factors are used to compute the LCOE for each

combination of country, technology and resource class. For a comparison of our estimates with those in the

literature, refer to Table B.7 in Appendix B.

We distinguish between low and high temperature electrolysers. Unlike for RES, no country or region-

specific cost data is available for electrolysers.15 Therefore, a globally uniform cost for electrolysers is

assumed, as is common in the literature to date. The techno-economic assumptions chosen for our analysis

are based on IEA (2019b) and presented in Table 2.

13Pietzcker et al. (2014) subtract another 10% from all results to account for additional losses, e.g. due to the accumulation
of dust on modules. The 10% is added again for our analysis; otherwise, the absolute capacity factor decrease would be higher
for good potentials, leading to a slight convergence of global PV capacity factors. The author also excludes all areas with a
distance of >100 km from the closest settlement since development costs increase with the distance from existing infrastructure.
However, there are not many countries with a relevant amount of space more than 100 km away from existing infrastructure.
Countries in which this is the case (the United States, some countries in Africa, South America, and China) have such extensive
solar potentials (Pietzcker et al., 2014, p. 712), that more distant areas with higher development costs will most likely never
need to be developed.

14It should be noted that for Spain, potentials with a capacity factor in excess of 0.21 (the maximum value for the Iberian
Peninsula according to (Solargis, 2020) were excluded, since they are located on the Canary Islands. For this analysis, only
the Spanish mainland is considered, so that it is possible to assume uniform transportation costs. Furthermore, the Canary
Islands are remote and lack the area potentials required for large-scale hydrogen production.

15There is a cost distinction in BNEF (2019), but only between China and the rest of the world. Furthermore, the study
assumes costs in the rest of the world will converge with China by 2030.
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Table 2: Techno-economic assumptions for electrolysers

2020 2030 2040 2050

Low temperature
CAPEX base / optimistic ($/kW) 950 / 500 625 / 400 537.5 / 300 450 / 200
OPEX (%CAPEX/a) 2 2 2 2
Efficiency η (%) 66.5 68 71.5 75
Operating pressure (bar) 30
Operating temperature (°C) 50-80
Lifetime (years) 25 25 25 25

High temperature
CAPEX base / optimistic ($/kW) 4000 / 2400 1800 /800 1275 / 650 750 / 500
OPEX (%CAPEX/a) 2 2 2 2
Efficiency η (%) 77.5 80.5 82 83.5
Operating pressure (bar) 30
Operating temperature (°C) 650-1000
Lifetime (years) 25 25 25 25

3.2. Hydrogen from natural gas

In contrast to hydrogen from RES, system CAPEX are not a dominant factor in LCOH from natural

gas-based systems. Therefore, only one set of assumptions is made for the techno-economic parameters.16

Table 3: Techno-economic assumptions for NGR and pyrolysis plants

NGR with CCS Pyrolysis (H2-fired)

Lifetime n (years) 25 25
CAPEX 2020 / 2030 / 2050 ($/kWH2) 1627 / 1360 / 1280 - / - / 457
OPEX (% of CAPEX/a) 3% 5%
Efficiency η (%) 69% 52%
CO2 capture rate (%) 90% -
Total Emissions (kgCO2/kgH2) 9.7 -
Captured Emissions CE (kgCO2/kgH2) 8.7 -
Uncaptured Emissions UE (kgCO2/kgH2) 1 -
Carbon yield CB (kgC/kgH2) - 3
Availability CF (%) 95% 95%

We model both NGR with CCS and pyrolysis as options for the production of low-carbon hydrogen from

natural gas. Assumptions for NGR with CCS are based on IEA (2019b); expected improvements in carbon

capture technology translate into a CAPEX and OPEX decline over time. Table 3 gives an overview of

all relevant techno-economic parameters. For the hydrogen from NGR with CCS to be low-CO2, the CO2

captured in the carbon capture facility must be transported away and stored permanently to prevent it from

escaping into the atmosphere. The long-term storage of CO2 can take place in geological formations called

saline aquifers, or in depleted oil and gas fields. Currently, storing CO2 underground is restricted by law

16A sensitivity analysis for CAPEX is performed in Section 5.
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in many regions, e.g., in Germany. In some countries, there is significant public opposition to underground

CO2 storage. Therefore, based on Hendriks et al. (2004), we consider two carbon storage scenarios: In a

restricted scenario, CO2 storage is only allowed offshore; in an unrestricted scenario, CO2 can also be stored

onshore. Costs for CO2 transportation and storage range from between $6 and $18 per tonne of CO2 in the

unrestricted scenario and $8 to $40 per tonne when only offshore storage is permitted.

No CO2 is produced in the methane pyrolysis process. There are cost estimates for large-scale pyrolysis

plants in the literature, but no projections of how costs will develop once the technology is deployed at

scale. This is mainly due to the low technology readiness level (TRL), which is also why it is uncertain if

and when the technology will be ready for the market. A German research group (Bode, 2019) plans to

construct the first commercial plant by 2030; Ausfelder et al. (2019) expect pyrolysis to be ready for use by

2040.17 For the analysis at hand, it is assumed that commercial-scale pyrolysis for hydrogen production will

be available from 2035 onwards. There are multiple sub-categories of pyrolysis plants which differ mainly on

the technologies used to provide the heat needed to drive the pyrolysis process. An overview can be found

in Schneider et al. (2020) and Timmerberg et al. (2020). For this analysis, we selected the molten metals

pyrolysis reactor from Parkinson et al. (2017) with hydrogen combustion as a heat source. This has some

advantages:

• In contrast to a natural gas-fired pyrolysis system, no CO2 is produced in the heating process, making

a hydrogen-fired unit more suitable for the purpose of our analysis - examining low-carbon hydrogen

production.

• H2-fired pyrolysis systems are generally able to produce hydrogen at lower LCOH than systems that

use electricity to drive the process (e.g. plasma plants), except when gas prices are high and grid

electricity is cheap.18

• As no additional electricity is required, this simplifies the computational process and obviates the need

to make assumptions about the CO2 intensity of electricity supply from the grid or RES potentials,

capacity factors and costs.

• All relevant techno-economic assumptions adopted for our analysis are presented in Parkinson et al.

(2017) and shown in Table 3.

Parkinson et al. (2017) estimate Pyrolysis CAPEX through process modelling of a large-scale plant and

by multiplying the individual plant cost components with the Lang factor, which is widely used in chemical

17Monolith Materials (Monolith Materials, 2019) already have a pyrolysis plant in operation. However, this plant is designed
to produce solid carbon; hydrogen is only a by-product.

18Exemplary calculations show that for a gas price of $20/MWh, an electricity price of below $20/MWh would be necessary
for a plasma system to yield lower LCOH than a H2-fired system.
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engineering, to calculate total installation costs of plants (Sinnot, 1999). To determine total CAPEX from

the total cost of equipment, a multiplier is set based on the maturity level of a technology.19 Parkinson et al.

(2017) apply a Lang factor of 10, which corresponds to a first-of-a-kind plant. To account for the techno-

economic progress and decreasing CAPEX with an increasing number of plants, we gradually decrease the

Lang factor over the years 2035-2050 to a value of 6 (nth-of-a-kind), which is the current maturity level

of SMR technology.20 A critical factor for production costs of hydrogen from pyrolysis is the price of the

solid carbon by-product. The exact structure of the carbon produced in the process depends on specific

process characteristics. The most prominent carbon by-product of pyrolysis is carbon black, where market

prices range between 400 and 2000 $/t (Keipi et al., 2016b,a). The current market size of carbon black is

16.4 Mt/a (Parkinson et al., 2019), which would correspond to a hydrogen production of 5.5 Mt/a under

the assumptions of this analysis (see Table 3). This corresponds to 7.5% of the global hydrogen demand

in 2018 (IEA, 2019b). Considering a future large-scale production of hydrogen from pyrolysis, the current

carbon market size would quickly be exceeded, and solid carbon prices would likely fall towards zero. If new

applications or markets are found, prices for carbon products could be positive. Alternatively, if there is

no use for the material and it has to be disposed of, there would be a cost, which would be equivalent to a

negative solid carbon price. A solid carbon price of 0 is assumed for this analysis. The impact of a price

change is considered as sensitivity in Section 5.

3.3. Hydrogen transportation

We consider both pipelines and oceangoing ships as modes for the long-distance transportation of

hydrogen.

Cost estimates for pipeline-bound hydrogen transportation vary substantially from study to study. They

can be significantly reduced if - instead of building new hydrogen pipelines from scratch - existing natural

gas pipelines are retrofitted to carry hydrogen. For our analysis, both estimates of IEA (2019b) and Wang

et al. (2020) are considered as an upper and lower bound in order to reflect the entire cost spectrum as a

sensitivity for pipeline transportation costs. Since hydrogen pipelines are an established technology (IEA,

2019b, p. 75), we assume costs to remain flat over time. We also assume hydrogen production facilities to

operate in the same pressure range as the pipelines, avoiding the need for an additional compression of the

hydrogen prior to its injection into a pipeline.21 Table 4 gives an overview of the assumptions.

19A cost estimation with with a scalar like the Lang factor is characterised by high uncertainty. However, an alternative cost
estimate is infeasible as no dedicated large-scale systems have been constructed yet. To reflect the high level of uncertainty
in CAPEX estimations, we conduct a sensitivity in Figure 5. The results suggest that CAPEX is not a major cost driver for
hydrogen from pyrolysis.

20If pyrolysis is market-ready and cost-competitive, market shares of hydrogen from pyrolysis could rise rapidly with many
pyrolysis plants being built. Therefore, a fast market ramp-up with decreasing CAPEX appears likely in such a scenario.

21If the output pressure of the production process is lower than the pipeline system’s suction pressure, the additional cost of
compression increases overall transportation costs. The relationship between compression costs and the width of the pressure
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Table 4: Techno-economic assumptions on hydrogen pipelines

High cost Low cost Retrofit

Technical Lifetime (years) 40 40 40
CAPEX ($/tpa/km) 3.56 1.33 0.73
OPEX & Fuel (% of CAPEX/a) 5 5 5
Utilisation (%) 75 75 75
Cost of pipeline transport ($/1000km/kg H2) 0.64 0.24 0.13

Pipeline costs are assumed to be constant over time. Assumptions for high cost pipelines are based on IEA
(2019d). Assumptions for low cost and retrofitted natural gas pipelines are based on central cost estimates from
Wang et al. (2020).

Transporting gaseous hydrogen over long distances by ship would be prohibitively expensive due to its

low volumetric energy density. For sea-based transportation, it is more efficient to liquefy the hydrogen

or incorporate it into carrier molecules with a higher energy density. However, hydrogen liquefaction or

conversion are very energy-intensive and expensive, increasing hydrogen supply costs by 50-150%, depending

on transportation technology and distance (IEA, 2019d, p. 608). The three most widely studied technologies

are liquid hydrogen (LH2), ammonia (NH3) and liquid organic hydrogen carriers (LOHCs).

Transporting hydrogen in the form of ammonia is considered to be cheaper than LH2 transport in the

medium term, despite the high costs for conversion and reconversion. According to a detailed analysis by the

IEA (2019b, p. 76 ff), ammonia-based seaborne transport is cost-efficient in 2030 for all shipping distances.

However, since the technological maturity of large-scale hydrogen liquefaction and shipping is currently low

(IEA, 2019b, p.75), substantial cost reductions can be expected if the technology is used more widely in the

future (ERIA, 2019). According to Wijayanta et al. (2019), while ammonia transportation would remain

the most efficient solution in the long term if the ammonia is used directly, and not reconverted back to

hydrogen, if pure hydrogen is needed, LH2 has the potential to become the cheapest shipping method in the

long term. Ammonia (re-)conversion is associated with high energy losses, which increase with the purity

of the hydrogen required. Fuel cells, for example, require hydrogen of high purity, which makes ammonia

reconversion and thus the entire transportation chain more expensive (IEA, 2019b). Since we explicitly

estimate the long-term costs of pure hydrogen, in line with other long-term studies (Kamiya et al., 2015;

Heuser et al., 2019), LH2 is chosen as the preferred technology for ship-based hydrogen transportation.

Table B.10 displays the techno-economic assumptions on the individual components of the liquid hydrogen

transport infrastructure. The cost of the electricity required for the operation of the infrastructure (mainly

the liquefaction of hydrogen) is taken from DNV GL (2019) projections.

gap is positive and nonlinear (Wang et al., 2020). Wang et al. (2020, p. 13) propose a pipeline suction pressure of 30-40 bar.
NGR and pyrolysis plants, as well as low- and high-temperature electrolysers, can all be designed to operate in this pressure
range: see Muradov and Veziroglu (2005) for NGR with CCS; Parkinson et al. (2017) for pyrolysis and Mathiesen et al. (2013)
for electrolysers.
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In order to calculate shipping costs, we obtained port-to-port distances between countries from the

CERDI sea distance database (Bertoli et al., 2016). Pipeline distances are based on own calculations, using

existing natural gas pipeline routes as a baseline.

4. Results and Discussion

This section presents the key results of this study. The full range of results on production, transportation,

and supply costs is provided in a supplementary spreadsheet.22 It should be noted that RES-to-electrolyser

ratios are optimised. Therefore, RES capacity factors do not translate directly to electrolyser capacity

factors, as the optimisation model trades RES curtailment for a higher annual utilisation of the electrolyser.

Additional information on the effect of the optimisation of the electrolyser-to-RES ratio on the LCOH of

the combined system are presented in Appendix C.1.

4.1. Hydrogen from RES

Figure 2 shows cost ranges and mean LCOH for the 20 best RES resource classes globally under baseline

and optimistic assumptions.

Figure 2: LCOH range and mean values of the 20 lowest-cost resources classes for each RES-electrolyser combination
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The mean values for the LCOH in Figure 2 tend to be located at the upper end of the respective cost

ranges, which shows that the lowest cost potentials are generally smaller than those with higher costs. The

cost range for PV is relatively narrow, as solar irradiation and thus the LCOH varies less among the best

areas.

22The spreadsheet can be downloaded here.
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A slightly different picture emerges for onshore wind, which has a broader cost range. The variation in

wind capacity factors is larger than for PV. Often, there are small areas with low costs and more extensive

areas with higher costs. For baseline assumptions, onshore wind has the lowest minimum LCOH of $2.7/kg

in 2020 and $2.1/kg in 2030. The lowest LCOH for PV is $3.75/kg in 2020 and $2.5/kg in 2030. Costs

for PV decrease faster compared to onshore wind so that PV is catching up in the long run. In 2050 the

most favourable potentials of both RES have minimum hydrogen production costs of $1.6/kg. The mean

LCOH under baseline assumptions is $2.7/kg in 2030, decreasing to $1.7/kg by 2050 for PV and $2.6/kg in

2030 decreasing to $2/kg in 2050 for onshore wind. For offshore wind-based systems, the minimum LCOH

is $4.5/kg in 2020, decreasing to $2.2/kg in 2050. However, the range between is quite large, as capacity

factors vary substantially within the top 20 offshore resource classes considered here. Across the top 20, the

mean LCOH decreases from $5.05/kg in 2020 to $2.76/kg in 2050.

Under optimistic assumptions, cost reductions are most substantial for PV, making it the potentially

cheapest source of RES-based hydrogen from 2033 on. By 2050, minimum hydrogen production costs could

fall below $1/kg for PV. Onshore wind remains the most competitive source in the short term with a mean

LCOH of $2.2/kg in 2030, decreasing to $1.5/kg by 2050. Minimum Onshore wind LCOH is $1.75/kg in

2030 decreasing further to $1.2/kg by 2050. The minimum LCOH for offshore wind is $2.7/kg in 2030 and

$1.7/kg in 2050, the mean LCOH declines from $4.32/kg in 2020 to $2.04/kg in 2050.

There are particularly well-suited regions for each renewable energy technology, with costs close or equal

to the global minima shown in Figure 2. Regions with low LCOH for PV-based systems are the Middle

East and North Africa, Central America, and the United States. Besides, China, parts of India, Pakistan,

and Southeast Asia also have good potentials for PV. There, the LCOH is further depressed by the lower

expected CAPEX for PV, when compared to the global average. Low production costs for hydrogen from

onshore wind can be found in Central and South America, Northern Europe, the United States, and China

(again favoured by comparably low wind turbine CAPEX in China). The lowest costs for hydrogen from

offshore wind can be found along the coasts of South America and North-Western Europe. The offshore

resource class 1 with <25m water depth generally yields a lower LCOH. This is due to the lower CAPEX

associated with building offshore wind turbines in shallower waters, which more than compensates for the

on average only slight decrease in capacity factor closer to the coastline.

Regarding hybrid systems23, we found that combining a wind turbine, PV array and electrolyser (to

decrease the intermittency of the combined system and increase the load factor of the electrolyser) can

result in a lower overall LCOH. However, this is only the case when very good wind and solar potentials

overlap geographically and even in such cases, the cost advantage is small over a pure PV- or wind-based

23The term hybrid denotes a system consisting of an electrolyser and at least two (different) RES. Hybrids are typically
formed by pairing an electrolyser with a PV array and an onshore wind turbine (Mazzeo et al., 2020).
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system. In most cases, however, an optimised system relying on only one type of RES yields a lower LCOH

because of its lower capital intensity, in particular in the optimistic case with its substantial decline in RES

and electrolyser CAPEX. We therefore chose to exclude hybrid systems from the cost comparison, given

that they have (small) cost advantages only in specific geographies and only when very specific conditions

are met. The issue is explained in more detail in Appendix C.2.

Apart from the exact costs for individual technologies, some general insights on the cost structure of

hydrogen from RES can be derived from the results:

• As RES CAPEX vary between regions, some regions have fundamental cost advantages in hydrogen

production. A particular advantage exists for China. With the lowest global CAPEX for PV, onshore,

and offshore wind, China has better starting conditions for hydrogen production than countries with

higher CAPEX. The results reflect this; hydrogen production costs are close to the global minimum

in China for both PV- and onshore wind-based hydrogen production.

• Comparing low and high temperature electrolysis, low temperature is the cheaper electrolysis

technology in the short and medium term. In the long run, however, high temperature electrolysers

could become cost-competitive for RES potentials with high capacity factors, allowing for a high

annual utilisation of the electrolyser. The advantage of a high temperature electrolyser is its higher

efficiency; the disadvantage are higher system costs, which are currently reinforced by a low

technological maturity. With maturity increasing over time, CAPEX and LCOH decrease more

significantly for hydrogen production based on high temperature electrolysis, making it more

cost-competitive. Under baseline assumptions, a high temperature electrolyser becomes the more

cost-efficient option in the long-run for utilisation rates >0.7. Our results suggest that RES capacity

factors that make high temperature electrolysers cost-efficient exist for some offshore potentials, such

as Chile, United Kingdom, Germany, and France. Under optimistic assumptions, the combination of

PV, onshore wind or offshore wind with low temperature electrolysis is always superior to high

temperature electrolysis in the long run. This is largely due to the CAPEX for low temperature

electrolysers decreasing by a larger proportion (-125% in 2050) than the CAPEX for high

temperature electrolysers (-50%) when comparing baseline to optimistic assumptions.

• Offshore wind is not competitive in terms of the global minimum LCOH. Although it yields the best

RES capacity factors with values of over 0.6, hydrogen production costs from offshore wind electricity

are relatively high. This is due to the high CAPEX, which cannot be offset by the higher capacity

factors relative to onshore wind and PV. However, there is an advantage for offshore wind concerning

the area potential. Large, high quality PV and onshore wind potentials are concentrated on specific

regions around the world (e.g. MENA for PV or the US Midwest for onshore wind). The vast

offshore wind potentials could therefore be particularly interesting for regions with limited onshore
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and unsuitable PV potential (e.g. Northern Europe or East Asia). The case studies in Section 4.3

take a closer look at these regions.

Figure 3: Sensitivity analysis for production cost of hydrogen from RES in 2050

A low temperature electrolyser with CAPEX of 450$/kW is assumed for the sensitivity analysis. Standard WACC are 8%.
The PV sensitivity analysis is conducted for India PV resource class 1, the Onshore sensitivity analysis for China resource
class 1 and the Offshore sensitivity analysis for Chile resource class 1. Chosen countries and resource classes represent the
respective global minima of production costs for each type of RES. While changing input factors for LCOH changes the
optimum S∗ for installed RES-to-electrolyser ratios, ratios are held constant to simplify the sensitivity analysis.
Re-optimising for changes in RES CAPEX, WACC and electrolyser CAPEX would reduce the magnitude of the effects shown
by the sensitivities somewhat; however, the fundamental insights would stay the same.

Figure 3 displays sensitivities for the LCOH of PV, onshore, and offshore wind in 2050 under baseline

assumptions. The sensitivity of the LCOH to RES CAPEX is lowest for PV and highest for offshore wind.

CAPEX make up 41% of the total LCOH for PV, 56% for onshore, and 65% for offshore wind. The effects are

exactly reversed for sensitivities to electrolyser CAPEX. Since PV has the lowest RES CAPEX, electrolyser

CAPEX make up a larger portion of the total cost, and the LCOH is thus more sensitive to it changing. The

effect of a WACC change on the LCOH is approximately the same for all RES. The LCOH is quite sensitive

to a WACC change; a decrease of WACC from 8 to 4% would reduce the LCOH by 25%. This finding

is particularly interesting because the WACC can vary between countries, significantly affecting hydrogen

production costs.24

4.2. Hydrogen from natural gas

Estimates for the production cost of hydrogen from NGR and pyrolysis are not as heterogeneous as

those for RES-based hydrogen. Globally uniform CAPEX and a uniform utilisation of plants are assumed.

Thus, cost differences between years arise only from a variation in gas prices and changes in CAPEX and

CO2 prices over time. Consequently, the LCOH does not change much over the years; instead, it varies

significantly with natural gas prices. Therefore, Figure 4 displays a static cost estimate for hydrogen from

natural gas in 2050 as a function of the gas price. The vertical lines indicate gas prices as projected by the

24According to Vartiainen et al. (2020), the WACC can be as low as 2.5%, reported for utility-scale PV in Germany.
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IEA (2019c). Accordingly, the hydrogen production costs for pyrolysis in the US would be $1.1/kg, while

costs for NGR with CCS would range between $1.5-$1.75/kg of hydrogen. Due to the higher projected gas

prices, hydrogen production cost from pyrolysis would be $2/kg in the EU and $2.5/kg in Japan. In gas

Figure 4: Hydrogen production cost for NGR with CCS and pyrolysis in relation to the gas price in 2050

IEA gas price projections refer to IEA (2019c). High CO2 high CCS refers to a CO2 price of $160/t and CCS cost of $40/t
while low CO2 low CCS refers to a CO2 price of $145/t and CCS cost of $10/t. The two lines mark the upper and lower
limits of the possible cost interval for NGR with CCS. A solid carbon price of 0 is assumed for pyrolysis.

exporting countries, costs could be lower still. Taking the upstream and in-country transportation costs for

natural gas given by the IEA (2018, p. 195) for Qatar and Russia – two of the most important natural gas

producers – in 2025, gas input prices for hydrogen production could be as low as $2/MWh in the latter and

$5/MWh in the former. These gas prices would yield hydrogen production costs of $0.4/kg for pyrolysis and

$0.95/kg for NGR with CCS in Qatar, and $0.6/kg for pyrolysis and $1.2/kg NGR with CCS in Russia.

Under standard assumptions (see description of Figure 5), plant CAPEX account for 22% of the LCOH

for NGR and 9% of the LCOH for pyrolysis. Hydrogen production costs are thus not very sensitive to plant

CAPEX, especially when compared to hydrogen from RES. Consequently, a change in the WACC is also

not particularly significant; changing the WACC rate by ±50% changes the LCOH by ±7% for NGR and

±3% for pyrolysis. Instead, production costs are highly sensitive to the gas price. The feed gas price makes

up 60% of LCOH for NGR with CCS. For pyrolysis, the gas price is even more significant, accounting for up

to 87% of the LCOH. A high dependence of the LCOH on the gas price is typical for all different pyrolysis

plant types.25 Nevertheless, the choice of a H2-fired pyrolysis system for our analysis leads to a particularly

high sensitivity to the natural gas price: It uses recovered hydrogen for heating and therefore has a lower

energy efficiency than, for example, a plasma (electricity)-based pyrolysis plant.

25A sensitivity comparison of different pyrolysis systems can be found in Timmerberg et al. (2020).
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Figure 5: Sensitivity analysis for hydrogen from natural gas

The baseline for sensitivity analysis is a Western European country (e.g. Germany) in the year 2050. Standard assumptions
are CAPEX of 1280$/kW for NGR and 457$/kW for pyrolysis, a gas price of $26/MWh taken from IEA (2019b) as projected
for European countries, a CO2 price of $160/t (advanced economy assumption for 2050), low CO2 transportation and storage
cost of $10/t, high CO2 transportation and storage cost of $40/t, WACC of 8%.

Sensitivities to CO2 transportation and storage costs, which are illustrated on the right side in Figure 5,

only play a role in LCOH of NGR with CCS. It is evident that production costs for hydrogen from NGR are

not very sensitive to changes in CO2 transportation and storage costs. For the high-cost storage scenario

($40/t CO2), a cost increase of 50% to $60/t CO2 changes the LCOH by +7%.26

Figure 6: Sensitivity analysis for solid carbon price

Hydrogen costs are illustrated as a function of solid carbon prices for three different gas prices. Functions are based on
CAPEX of 547$/kW and WACC of 8%.

26A similar observation can be made for the sensitivity to the CO2 price, which is even lower when the capture rate exceeds
50%.
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Figure 6 displays hydrogen production costs from pyrolysis as a function of a potentially positive price

for the solid carbon by-product for three different gas prices of $10, $20 and $30/MWh. A small change of

the solid carbon price has little effect on the LCOH of pyrolysis. However, current market prices for carbon

black range between $400 and $2000/t (Keipi et al., 2016b), providing an indication why pyrolysis plants

that are already in operation today have focused primarily on the production of carbon black (Monolith

Materials, 2019). For example, a carbon black price of $500/t leads to such high revenues that the hydrogen

by-product could essentially be given away for free, assuming a gas price of $20/MWh. If solid carbon prices

remain at current levels despite a significant scale-up of pyrolysis for hydrogen production, for instance

because new markets are developed (Muradov and Veziroglu, 2005), both products – hydrogen and solid

carbon – could potentially be sold at a profit. In that case, pyrolysis would most likely become the most

cost-effective method to produce hydrogen in all the countries considered for this analysis. However, the

inverse could occur as well: if large amounts of hydrogen are produced using pyrolysis, and new markets for

solid carbon do not develop, it could be treated as waste that has to be disposed of at a cost, even though

this cost is likely to be small.27

When considering the sensitivity analysis and the high uncertainty with respect to future solid carbon

prices, it can be stated that the natural gas price is the main factor determining the production costs of

low-carbon hydrogen from natural gas. Plant CAPEX, as well as the cost of CO2 transportation and storage,

play a less significant role. If, for example, pyrolysis CAPEX is higher than projected by our analysis, or

if CO2 storage is initially more expensive due to small scales or legal restrictions, these cost changes would

have a relatively low impact on the LCOH of natural-gas based low carbon hydrogen.

4.3. Long-term supply costs of hydrogen

This section illustrates how the costs associated with the long-distance transportation of hydrogen

affect the order of the most cost-efficient hydrogen supply sources for different countries. We define supply

costs as the sum of production and transportation costs. Figure 7 provides an overview of hydrogen

transportation costs as a function of technology and distance. Assuming high costs for new hydrogen

pipelines, transportation by ship would be more cost-effective than pipelines for distances of around

2000km. However, if hydrogen pipelines can be built and operated at lower costs, liquefaction and LH2

transportation by ship would be more cost-efficient only for distances of over 7000km. The least costly

option for hydrogen transportation would be in converted natural gas pipelines, with costs of around 13ct

to transport a kilogram of hydrogen over a distance of 1000km.

Low-carbon hydrogen production costs, transportation costs and thus supply costs vary from country to

country. The following sections compare different supply cost scenarios using Germany and Japan as case

27Solid carbon is a stable, non-toxic element that can be disposed of in landfills.
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Figure 7: Comparison of options for long-distance hydrogen transportation
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Seaborne transportation costs include the liquefaction OPEX (including electricity), export terminal CAPEX, shipping
CAPEX and OPEX and import terminal CAPEX and OPEX. Pipeline transportation costs include CAPEX and OPEX and
are assumed to be uniform across countries. Seaborne transportation cost are also dependent on the price of the electricity
used to liquefy the cargo. The cost shown here assumes liquefaction in Saudi Arabia.

studies.28. Both countries are at the forefront of promoting the use of hydrogen in their respective energy

transitions and have recently published their own hydrogen strategies (BMWi, 2020; METI Japan, 2020).

Looking at medium term (2030) costs can provide information on how the development of low-carbon

hydrogen supplies might proceed most efficiently. However, a large-scale international trade of hydrogen

trade will likely only emerge in the long term, if at all. Therefore, in addition to medium term trends,

supply costs for the year 2050 are compared as well.

4.3.1. Germany

With its central location on the continent, Germany is well integrated into the European natural gas

pipeline network. It is therefore not necessary to build an entirely new infrastructure for hydrogen transport;

instead, parts of the gas network could be repurposed to carry hydrogen, which is a lower-cost option

than building new, dedicated hydrogen pipelines (Wang et al., 2020). Nevertheless, despite the potentially

relatively low import costs when using converted natural gas pipelines, hydrogen from RES is likely not

competitive with hydrogen from NGR in the medium term (2030). Even under optimistic assumptions,

the costs of renewable energy and electrolysis are too high; cost parity with gas-based hydrogen could be

reached in 2030 only for gas prices exceeding $25/MWh.29 These results suggest that for the short- and

medium-term development of a hydrogen economy, it is more efficient to use NGR with CCS under the given

28A third case study looking at the United States can be found in Appendix C.3.
29Figure C.16 in Appendix C shows a comparison of hydrogen supply costs in Germany for the year 2030.
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assumptions, at least as a transitional technology. In the long term however, while costs for NGR could

roughly stay the same, there is still a considerable cost reduction potential for hydrogen from RES.

The results also show that imports by ship are not competitive in Germany’s case, as very large RES

potentials can be reached more cost-efficiently through both retrofitted natural gas and new dedicated

hydrogen pipelines.

Figure 8: Comparison of hydrogen supply costs to Germany in 2050
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The horizontal black lines for RES imports via pipeline indicate cost levels for different types of pipeline transportation; a
retrofitted natural gas pipeline as the lower bound and a high cost new pipeline as the upper bound. The same applies for
hydrogen from natural gas, where black lines indicate costs at different gas price levels. Figure C.16 in Appendix C displays
the same comparison for 2030.

Figure 8 compares long-run costs for domestic and imported hydrogen from RES as well as hydrogen

from natural gas. Norway is chosen as an example for pipeline imports since it is the cheapest source of

pipeline supplies with significant production potential. Saudi Arabia serves as an example for countries

with low hydrogen production costs that could become large-scale hydrogen exporters but are not directly

connected to Germany, e.g. via pipeline. Costs of hydrogen from natural gas are illustrated as range, with

the black lines indicating the LCOH for different gas price levels.

Comparing the costs of hydrogen from RES and natural gas, it is unclear which production pathway

will be more cost-effective for Germany in the long run. At gas prices below $10/MWh, NGR with CCS

and pyrolysis would remain more cost-efficient than hydrogen from RES in the long run. However, such

low natural gas prices have been rare in Europe in the past. Taking the gas price assumption from the

IEA (2019c) hydrogen report for Europe in 2050, which is $27/MWh, hydrogen from RES could become

cost-competitive under baseline assumptions when transported in retrofitted pipelines. Under optimistic

assumptions, RES would be a cheaper hydrogen source than natural gas under IEA (2019b) price projections.

Production based on domestic wind and electrolysis could also decrease to $1.8/kg.
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4.3.2. Japan

Japan’s basic economic structure is similar to that of Germany in many respects: Both are highly

industrialised countries that are densely populated, both are heavily dependent on energy imports (IEA,

2019d), and both want to assume a pioneering role in the development of a hydrogen economy (METI

Japan, 2020; BMWi, 2020). However, the geographical conditions of Japan differ fundamentally from those

of Germany. As an island, Japan is difficult to reach and has no existing transmission lines or pipeline

connections to other countries, in contrast to Germany, which is integrated into the European natural gas

grid. This limits the options Japan has for sourcing RES-based low-carbon hydrogen: The country itself

does not have particularly good wind or PV conditions, but as imported hydrogen has to be transported

by ship, costs are so high that imports are often not worthwhile. Natural gas prices are also traditionally

high in Japan, as the country relies on LNG for 100% of its supplies (IEA, 2019a). Consequently, this is

reflected in a higher LCOH for hydrogen derived from natural gas. However, despite the comparatively high

domestic natural gas prices, hydrogen from NGR with CCS is by far the cheapest form of production in the

medium term, with a LCOH of approximately $2.5/kg for the gas price level projected by the IEA (2019c)

for 2030.30 By comparison, minimum supply costs of hydrogen from RES under baseline assumptions are

$4.9/kg for domestic production and $4.8/kg for imports.

Figure 9: Comparison of hydrogen supply costs in Japan 2050
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Black lines for hydrogen from natural gas indicate costs at different gas price levels. Figure C.17 in the Appendix shows a
cost comparison for 2030.

In the Japanese case, due to the high transportation costs and the relatively poor conditions for

domestic production, hydrogen from RES will probably only be competitive in the long run under

optimistic assumptions. Under baseline assumptions, natural gas remains the cheaper feedstock; the

LCOH of hydrogen derived from pyrolysis and NGR with CCS are at approximately the same level for

30For a visual comparison, see Figure C.17 in Appendix C
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IEA (2019c) natural gas prices, namely at $2.5/kg. For gas prices greater than $35/MWh, due to the lower

process efficiency, pyrolysis-derived hydrogen becomes more expensive than hydrogen produced from NGR

with CCS. If future natural gas prices remain high, NGR would be and probably remain the most

cost-competitive path to produce hydrogen from natural gas in Japan.

4.4. Discussion

Supply cost estimates alone are not sufficient to predict the structure of the emerging market for

low-carbon hydrogen. Still, some general conclusions can be drawn from our analysis. Above all, our

results suggest a mix of production pathways would likely emerge in the low-carbon hydrogen market,

where hydrogen from RES as well as hydrogen from natural gas will each serve parts of global demand.31

The relative contribution by natural gas and RES in individual countries could differ substantially between

countries and compared to the global average. Policy choices favouring the early development of one

technology over the other will matter too in this respect.

A country’s local natural gas price will likely determine whether hydrogen from natural gas will retain

a cost advantage in the long run. From a cost perspective, imports of hydrogen produced from RES will

only become competitive where low production costs go hand in hand with low transportation costs. The

supply cost analysis shows that shipping in particular increases hydrogen costs. Therefore, it seems likely

that markets for low-carbon hydrogen will be regional first and foremost, with hydrogen pipeline networks as

the most essential transportation infrastructure. Regions that are already well integrated through existing

natural gas pipeline networks, such as Europe and North Africa or North America, have obvious advantages

here.

While we did not explicitly model a pessimistic cost development trajectory for RES and electrolysers,

there are conclusions that can be drawn with respect to such a scenario. Some analyses show that the

energy return on energy invested (EROI) of the global energy system will fall as energy dense fossil fuels

are phased out in favour of less energy dense renewables. A fall in the EROI would result in an increase

in the materials intensity of the global economy, as more infrastructure is needed to harvest the energy

required (Capellán-Pérez et al., 2019). A consequence of such a shift could be a smaller decline in RES

CAPEX than currently anticipated, or a tapering off of the ongoing cost decline, followed by a subsequent

increase. Looking at the near-term baseline assumptions, a more pessimistic cost trajectory for RES would

preserve the cost advantage which natural-gas based hydrogen production pathways currently enjoy in all

of the major economies.

However, there are several limitations to the analysis presented in this paper, providing openings for

further research.

31Hydrogen from coal gasification with CCS or nuclear energy could also play a role. However, costs for these technologies
are not estimated here.
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Firstly, we treat hydrogen production as a closed system, a necessary assumption to simplify cost

estimates for the large number of countries considered. In reality however, hydrogen production is

integrated into the overall energy market. An obvious opportunity cost of producing hydrogen with

renewable electricity is the profit associated with the alternative of feeding the electricity into the grid. In

our analysis, RES do not interact with the power sector, whereas in reality, a link between hydrogen

production from RES and the power sector will likely exist in many cases32. When the renewable

electricity source is also connected to the grid, market prices for electricity and hydrogen would determine

the optimal ratio between hydrogen and electricity production.

The fact that renewable electricity would have to supply both the power sector and hydrogen

production also creates a rival-use problem. The low-carbon hydrogen production potentials shown in the

paper at hand are theoretical and do not consider competing use. In reality, hydrogen electrolysis directly

competes for renewable electricity with alternative decarbonisation options, such as the electrification of

the industrial, transport, or heating sectors. Due to the rising demand for electricity in these sectors,

renewable electricity demand could increase despite the efficiency gains in end-use applications. In the

transition to decarbonisation, renewable electricity could therefore become scarce.

According to Dickel (2020), decarbonisation of the electricity sector should be prioritised over hydrogen

production, since the direct use of electricity leads to smaller efficiency losses. Therefore, in the medium

term, there is a possibility that in some regions, not enough surplus RES capacity will be available to serve

the hydrogen market. If ambitious targets for renewable power and hydrogen were to be maintained or set

regardless, hydrogen from natural gas would be an obvious medium-term substitution option.

Secondly, we do not consider in-country transportation costs. This may be an issue for seaborne exporters,

where good renewable energy potentials are located inland, but terminals have to be sited along the coast.

As shown in Section 4.3.2, China is such a case. As a result, the hydrogen supply costs of such exporters are

likely underestimated in our analysis. Furthermore, we do not consider costs associated with the storage and

distribution of hydrogen to end users in the receiving country. This, however, is an issue for both imports

and local production, and should not greatly affect the relative cost differentials between the two.

Lastly, depending on the end-use, it may not always make sense to transport pure hydrogen. Demand for

low-carbon hydrogen will also consist of various hydrogen-based energy carriers, such as synthetic gases or

fuels. For some of these energy carriers, such as ammonia, there is already a significant demand; for others,

demand could rise rapidly in the future (IEA, 2019b). Areas with the lowest production costs are roughly the

same for hydrogen and hydrogen-based energy carriers since the feedstocks remain the same. Nevertheless,

transportation costs and end-use locations could change, which would impact investment decisions and affect

32Unless the hydrogen production facility is sited in a remote location that makes a connection to the power grid prohibitively
expensive.
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market structures. For example, in Saudi Arabia, an investment decision for a plant that produces ammonia

directly from renewable energy has recently been made (Di Paola, 2020). If ammonia is used directly,

transportation in the form of the latter is cheaper than in the form of LH2.

Some of these limitations could be addressed through the following extensions to our analysis:

• A more sophisticated geospatial analysis of each of the 96 countries considered in this paper, linking

renewable energy potentials to elements of a hydrogen production, transmission and distribution

infrastructure in a cost-efficient manner, could result in more detailed and robust cost estimates for

RES-based hydrogen.

• Integrating the supply cost curves derived in this analysis into an integrated global model of the natural

gas and hydrogen markets, which would allow for the derivation of more robust insights on future

hydrogen prices, infrastructure developments, exporters and market structures, as well as shed light

on the potential interaction between natural gas-based hydrogen production and the global natural

gas market.

• Explicitly modelling demand, production and transportation options for hydrogen derivatives

(ammonia, methanol etc.) on top of pure hydrogen would allow for a more comprehensive assessment

of cost and supply structures.

5. Conclusions

In the paper at hand, we estimate long-term production and supply costs of low-carbon hydrogen from

renewable energy sources and natural gas. Costs for hydrogen from renewable energy sources are derived

using clustered, country-level data on wind and solar potentials (resource classes), combined with capital

cost projections for renewables and low- as well as high-temnperature electrolysers. A linear optimisation

model is used to determine optimal combinations of renewable energy sources and electrolyser technologies;

the cost-minimising utilisation of the electrolyser is calculated based on country- and renewable energy-

specific hourly capacity factor profiles. As an alternative to electrolysis, we also consider the production of

hydrogen via natural gas reforming with carbon capture and storage or natural gas pyrolysis. After defining

potential transport routes, long-term supply costs of all potential production possibilities are compared in

case studies for Germany and Japan to approximate cost-optimal provision schemes. The central findings

of the analysis are as follows:

• In terms of production cost, hydrogen from natural gas will most likely have a cost advantage in the

medium term, making it the most cost-efficient supply route for the ramp-up of a low-carbon hydrogen

market.
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• In the long run, the production of hydrogen from renewable electricity could become cost-competitive

if renewables and electrolyser capital costs decrease significantly. Under optimistic assumptions,

minimum production costs could fall to below $1/kgH2
in some regions.

• Country-level supply costs vary significantly between regions. Optimal long-term hydrogen supply

choices depend primarily on local conditions, such as domestic renewables potentials, the availability

of pipeline infrastructure that can be converted to hydrogen, or local natural gas prices.

• Where possible, retrofitted natural gas pipelines could provide a low-cost opportunity for hydrogen

transport, increasing the feasibility of hydrogen trade. Due to the high cost of transporting hydrogen

by ship, hydrogen trade will most likely be pipeline-based and thus concentrated regionally.

• The results are sensitive to several assumptions. The most sensitive factors for the levelised cost of

hydrogen from renewable electricity are financing costs (weighted average cost of capital) and the

investment costs of electrolysers and renewable energy sources. The levelised cost for hydrogen from

natural gas is determined mainly by the price of the natural gas feedstock. For natural gas pyrolysis,

the potential to sell the solid carbon by-product at a price could further reduce hydrogen production

costs.
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List of Acronyms and Abbreviations

AEL Alkaline electrolyser

ATR Autothermal reforming

CAPEX Capital expenditures

CCS Carbon capture and storage

CF Capacity Factor

CO2 Carbon dioxide

EJ Exajoule

FLH Full load hours

GW Gigawatt

H2 Hydrogen

kW Kilowatt

kWh Kilowatt hour

LCOE Levelised cost of electricity

LCOH Levelised cost of hydrogen

LH2 Liquid hydrogen

LHV Lower heating value

LOHC Liquid organic hydrogen carrier

Mtpa Million tonnes per annum

MW Megawatt

MWh Megawatt hour

NGR Natural gas reforming

NH3 Ammonia

OPEX Operating expenditures

PEM Polymer electrolyte membrane

PV Photovoltaic

RES Renewable energy source
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SMR Steam methane reforming

SOEC Solid oxide electrolyser cell

TRL Technology readiness level

TWh Terawatt hour
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Appendix A. Methodology

This section provides a detailed description of the methodological approach used by the paper at hand.

We performed the analysis in five consecutive steps:

• Set a framework of general assumptions

First, central assumptions are made. This includes a global electricity production scenario, a carbon

price projection, as well as countries, years, available technologies and a uniform weighted average cost

of capital (WACC).

• Estimate production costs for hydrogen from RES

A RES investment cost (CAPEX) projection is constructed based on global one-factor experience

curves for each renewable energy technology, using a scenario on the development of cumulative global

RES capacity as the foundation. One-factor experience curves are widely used to project future RES

costs (Rubin et al., 2015b; Alberth, 2008) and indicates a log-linear relationship between technology

cost and cumulative installed capacity (McDonald and Schrattenholzer, 2001). Global RES potentials

are clustered into resource classes that differ in the quality of their capacity factors. For each country,

resource class, RES, electrolyser and year, cost-minimising ratios for RES-to-electrolyser capacity are

determined using a linear optimisation model (see equations A.3 to A.9 in Appendix A.2). Individual

production costs for hydrogen from RES are calculated based on the optimum ratios.33

• Estimate production costs for hydrogen from natural gas

Techno-economic assumptions are combined with a natural gas price projection to obtain the LCOH

from pyrolysis and natural gas reforming. Country-specific CO2 transportation and storage cost

assumptions are considered in the estimation of the LCOH from natural gas reforming with CCS.

• Estimate transportation costs for hydrogen

Pipelines and seaborne transportation with liquid hydrogen tankers are considered as options.

Distance-based transportation costs are determined based on existing natural gas pipeline routes and

selected port-to-port distances.

• Compare costs for selected countries, years and technologies

Supply costs at a country level are compared under varying assumptions to obtain robust insights on

what the most cost-efficient hydrogen supply structure could look like depending on country

characteristics, such as the natural gas price, domestic RES conditions, distance from potential

exporters and the potential availability of pipeline connections.

33We also modelled hybrid systems (combinations of more than one type of intermittent RES with an electrolyser). More
details on the potential advantages of hybrid systems can be found in Appendix C.2.
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Appendix A.1. Estimation of hydrogen production costs

The LCOH is estimated for countries n ∈ N , years y ∈ Y and electrolysis technologies el = {low

temperature, high temperature} from renewable energy sources res = {PV, onshore, offshore}, pyrolysis

(pl) and natural gas reforming (rf). A central factor for LCOH of every technology is financing costs. They

are expressed via an amortisationfactor that includes the weighted average cost of capital (WACC) and

the financing time and is assumed to be constant over time. The amortisation factor a for a technology is

calculated as

a =
i ∗ (1 + i/100)l

(1 + i/100)l−1
, (A.1)

where i is the interest rate or WACC in %, l is the economic lifetime and amortisation period of the

corresponding technology in years.

Appendix A.2. Cost estimation for hydrogen from RES

A RES cost projection is constructed based on global one-factor experience curves for each renewable

energy technology.34 The one-factor experience curve is widely used to project future RES costs (Rubin

et al., 2015b; Alberth, 2008) and indicates a log-linear relationship between technology cost and cumulative

installed capacity (McDonald and Schrattenholzer, 2001). Technology production costs decline over time

where the rate of decline is driven by the total installed capacity of a technology: The learning rate (LR)

determines the per cent decrease in cost for every doubling in accumulated installed capacity. Capital

expenditure CAPEX for renewable energy source res in country n and year y is calculated as

CAPEXres
n,y (x

res
y ) = CAPEXres

n,0 (x
res
0 )

(
xresy

xres0

)−LRres

, (A.2)

where xresy and xres0 are global cumulative installed capacities of renewable energy source res in year y

and the baseline year 0, respectively. In line with other major electricity cost assessments (IEA, 2019d),

operating expenditures (OPEX) are calculated as % of CAPEX and thus change over time in parallel to

CAPEX. In addition to CAPEX and OPEX, the capacity factor of a renewable energy source is a determining

factor for electricity and thus hydrogen costs. It is expressed as a unit-less parameter in an interval between

zero and one and indicates the proportion of time the installed capacity of the corresponding RES is fully

utilised. The higher the capacity factor, the higher the utilisation and the lower the electricity costs of

a renewable energy source. The capacity factor depends on the natural conditions for sun and wind and

34Using this approach instead of taking costs directly from existing literature has the advantage that consistent cost scenarios
can be constructed based on assumptions on learning rates and the global expansion of RES. Furthermore, these assumptions
can be changed and updated flexibly.
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therefore varies greatly depending on the location. In order to adequately reflect this variation, which can

also occur within a country, all considered renewable energy sources are additionally clustered into resource

classes for each country, which combine different intervals of capacity factors. A detailed explanation of the

clustering approach can be found in Section 3.1.

Renewable electricity sources, such as wind and PV, are generally characterised by intermittency and

a low utilisation – usually below a capacity factor of 50% for wind and below 25% for PV – even in the

most favourable locations. Hours where a generator produces at close to full capacity, are relatively rare.

Electrolysers are capital-intensive pieces of equipment and should therefore experience a high utilisation to

be as economical as possible. Consequently, combining an electrolyser with a low capacity factor RES such

as a wind turbine, a 1:1 pairing of electrolyser to generator capacity is likely not to result in the lowest

possible LCOH for the combined system. Instead, it may be more advantageous to install an electrolyser

with a capacity lower than that of the paired RES. The electrolyser could then be operated at a higher

annual capacity factor, while some of the peak output of the RES would have to be curtailed.35

Figure A.10: Optimization of LCOH as trade-off between levelised cost of electricity (LCOE) and electrolyser
CAPEX & OPEX
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The ratio of electrolyser-to-RES capacity that yields the lowest LCOH is dependent on the capital cost of

the electrolyser, the capital cost of the RES, as well as the load profile and capacity factor of the RES. Since

all these factors are variable, calculating the optimal ratio between electrolyser and RES capacity is not a

trivial problem. Furthermore, both RES and electrolyser capital costs are assumed to decline over time, but

35It could also be fed into the grid; however, the interaction with the electricity sector is neglected in this study due to its
complexity, and the fact for some of the more remote RES resources, in particular, a connection to the (far away) power grid
may not always be a cost-efficient option.
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at different rates; RES capital costs are assumed to vary between countries. Similarly, RES capacity factors

and hourly load profiles differ from location to location. In order to derive optimal RES-to-electrolyser

capacity ratios for all combinations of electrolyser technologies, RES, countries, and RES resource classes

covered by this study, a linear optimisation model is developed, as described in equations A.3 to A.7. Figure

A.10 illustrates the optimisation process.

min
Cel

n,r,y ,C
res
n,r,y

TCel,res
n,r,y (A.3)

s.t.

TCel,res
n,r,y = (CAPEXel

y ∗ ael +OPEXel
y ) ∗ Cel

n,r,y + (CAPEXres
n,y ∗ ares

n +OPEXres
n,y ) ∗ Cres

n,r,y (A.4)

Qres,el
n,r,y,h ≤ C

res
n,r,y ∗ CF res

n,r,h ∗ ηely (A.5)

Qres,el
n,r,y,h ≤ C

el
n,r,y ∗ ηely (A.6)

8760∑
n=h

Qres,el
n,r,y,h = Dres,el

n,r,y (A.7)

where

TCel,res
n,r,y is the total cost of hydrogen production by the combination of electrolyser el and RES technology

res in year y, country n and resource class r,

Cel
n,r,y is the installed el capacity in year y, country n and resource class r (expressed in kW-electric),

Cres
n,r,y is the installed res capacity in year y, country n and resource class r (expressed in kW-electric),

ηely is the efficiency of electrolyser el in year y in %,

CF res
n,r,h is the capacity factor of res in hour h, country n and resource class r, with h = {1, 2, ..., 8760},

the generation of hourly profiles is explained in Appendix A.5

Qres,el
n,r,y,h is the H2 production of the respective combination of res, and el in country n, resource class r,

year y and hour h.

Dres,el
n,r,y is the exogenous volume of H2 that has to be produced by the respective combination of res, and

el in country n, resource class r, year y and hour h.

The optimal ratio of RES-to-electrolyser capacity S∗el,res
n,r,y that yields the lowest levelised cost of hydrogen

(LCOH∗el,res
n,r,y ) for a combination of res and el in country i, resource class r and year y is given as
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S∗el,res
n,r,y =

C∗res
n,r,y

C∗el
n,r,y

, (A.8)

where C∗el
n,r,y is the optimal installed el capacity in year y, country n and resource class r and C∗res

n,r,y is the

optimal installed res capacity in year y, country n and resource class r. The LCOH∗el,res
n,r,y , expressed in

$/kg of hydrogen, is computed as

LCOH∗el,res
n,r,y = LHV ∗

TC∗el,res
n,r,y∑8760

n=hQ
∗res,el
n,r,y,h

(A.9)

where LHV is the lower heating value of hydrogen (33.33 kWh/kg). The optimisation

Due to the optimisation, electrolysers experience increased utilisation and have a higher capacity factor

than the associated RES system. The optimal mean yearly capacity factors of electrolyser el is obtained by

CF ∗el
n,r =

∑8760
n=hQ

∗res,el
n,r,y,h

C∗el
n,r,y ∗ 8760

(A.10)

Some factors potentially influencing the LCOH from RES are disregarded. This includes

1. interactions of RES and local electricity markets. We assume that the installed RES produces

electricity only for electrolysis. Potential revenue from feeding excess electricity to the grid is thus

disregarded. Instead, hydrogen production is considered a closed system. Hydrogen is assumed to be

produced directly on-site and transported from there (see section 3.3).

2. costs of water supply. Electrolysis needs large amounts of demineralised water,36 which may have to

be transported to the hydrogen production site. However, other studies found the impact of water

supply costs on the LCOH to be insignificantly small (Caldera et al., 2017; Caldera and Breyer, 2017;

Jensterle et al., 2020). As a simplification, we exclude the cost of water supply in this study.

Appendix A.3. Cost estimation for hydrogen from natural gas

Natural gas reforming with CCS captures a large part of the CO2 emissions caused in the process.

These emissions have to be transported and stored, which is reflected in the LCOH. In order not to ignore

emissions that have not been caught, they are assigned a CO2 price. The LCOH from NGR with CCS (rf)

are calculated as

36One kg of hydrogen needs about nine litres of water.
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LCOHrf
n,y = LHV ∗

(
arf ∗ CAPEXrf

y +OPEXrf
y

CF rf ∗ 8760
+
PNG
n,y

ηrf

)
+
Qce ∗ PCCS

n +Que ∗ PCO2
n,y

1000
, (A.11)

where

arf is the amortisation factor,

OPEXrf
y are operating expenditures in $/kW/a,

CAPEXrf
y are capital expenditures in $/kW H2 ,

CF rf is the plant’s availability in %,

PNG
n,y is the natural gas price in country n and year y in $/kW ,

ηrf is the plant efficiency,

Qce is the quantity of captured CO2 emissions in (kg CO2)/(kg H2),

PCCS
n is the cost of transporting and storing CO2 for country n in $/ton,

Que is the quantity of uncaptured CO2 emissions in (kg CO2)/(kg H2),

and PCO2
n,y is the CO2 price for country n in year y in $/ton.

The production of hydrogen by pyrolysis does not produce CO2, but solid carbon as a by-product, which

can potentially be sold for extra revenue. The LCOH from pyrolysis of natural gas are calculated as

LCOHpl
n,y = LHV ∗

(
apl ∗ CAPEXpl

y +OPEXpl
y

CF pl ∗ 8760
+
PNG

ηpl

)
−Qsc ∗ P sc, (A.12)

where Qsc is the solid carbon yield in (kg C)/(kg H2) and PCB is the price for carbon in $/kg. All other

variables are used equivalently to equation A.11.

Appendix A.3.1. Estimation of transportation costs

Transport distance is defined as distance from external border to external border, transport distances

within a country are disregarded for simplicity. The transport cost of hydrogen in $/kg to country n from

country m is calculated as a minimisation of costs of three possible transport routes, via pipeline (1), ship

(2), or a combination of pipeline and ship (3) in equation A.13. If a direct route by pipeline or ship is

unfeasible for a combination of two countries, then dpipen,m = {} or dsean,m = {}.

TraCn,m,y = min


(1) TraCpipe

n,m ∀ dpipen,m 6= {}

(2) TraCsea
n,m,y ∀ dsean,m 6= {}

(3) TraCcombined
n,m,y

(A.13)

where
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TraCpipe
n,m are transport costs via pipeline (constant) in $/kg H2,

dpipen,m is the length of a direct pipeline route between country m and n

TraCsea
n,m,y are transport costs for overseas transport,

dsean,m is the direct sea distance between country m and n

TraCcombined
n,m,y are transport cost of a combination of pipeline and ship transport, if a single mode of

transport is not applicable or efficient.

Transport costs via pipeline are assumed to be constant over time; a cost distinction is made between

offshore and onshore sections as shown in equation A.14.

TraCpipe
n,m = (aon ∗ CAPEXon +OPEXon) ∗ donn,m︸ ︷︷ ︸

Onshore pipeline

+(aoff ∗ CAPEXoff +OPEXoff ) ∗ doffn,m︸ ︷︷ ︸
Offshore pipeline

, (A.14)

For both pipeline types, a is the amortisation factor, OPEX are operating expenditures in $/km/a, CAPEX

are given in $/km, and dn,m is the length of the respective pipeline section in km. For overseas transport,

hydrogen is liquefied and transported by ship37. Total seaborne transport cost is made up of the individual

components of the shipping supply chain as shown in equation A.15, superscripts for the hydrogen production

technologies res, el, rf, pl are dropped for simplicity. Since, in contrast to pipeline technology, significant cost

reductions are still expected for the transport of hydrogen by ship, the costs of the individual components

decrease over time.

TraCsea
n,m,y = LCm,y + ECm,y + SCm,y + ICn,y, (A.15)

where LCm,y are liquefaction cost, ECm,y are export terminal costs, SCm,y are shipping costs and ICn,y are

costs of the import terminal. The calculation of the individual components is explained below. Variables

a,CAPEX and OPEX represent the amortisation factor, capital expenditures and operating expenditures

of the corresponding supply chain element. Liquefaction plant costs of exporting country m and year y in

$/kg H2 are calculated as

LCn,y = (aliq ∗ CAPEX liq
y +OPEX liq) + elliqy ∗ pelm,y, (A.16)

where elliqy is the electricity needed for the liquefaction in kWh/kg H2 and pelm,y is the price of electricity in

exporting country m and year y in $/kWh. Export terminal costs in $/kg H2 are

ECtech
m,y = (aet ∗ CAPEXet

y +OPEXet) + elety ∗ pelm,y + bet ∗ tet ∗ LCOHm,y, (A.17)

where

37A detailed justification for the choice of the transport medium can be found in section 3.3.
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elety and pelm,y are electricity amount and price,

bet is the boil-off, that means the share of hydrogen that escapes and is lost in %/h,

tet is the average storage time in the export terminal storage tanks in hours,

LCOHm,y is the cost of the transported hydrogen in $/kg H2.

Shipping costs to importing country n from country m in year y are also given in $/kg H2 and are

calculated as

SCtech
n,m,y =(aship ∗ CAPEXship

y +OPEXship)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Yearly CAPEX per kg of transport capacity

/ 8760

2 ∗ ( dn,m

vship + hship)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Loads per year

(A.18)

/ (
1− (bship ∗

dsean,m

vship
)− (fship ∗ dsean,m)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Share of load left after shipping

+(bship ∗
dseaij

vship
+ fship ∗ dsean,m) ∗ LCOHm,y︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cost of boil-off

, (A.19)

where

dsean,m is the distance between country i and j via ship in km,

vship is the ship speed in km/h,

hship is the time a ship spends in a harbour for loading or unloading, also called berthing time, in hours,

bship is the ship’s boil-off in %/h,

fship is the fuel need of a ship in kg H2/km, 38

LCOHm,y is the cost of the transported hydrogen in $/kg H2.

ICn,m,y = (ait ∗ CAPEXit
t +OPEXit) + elity ∗ peln,y + bit ∗ tit ∗ LCOHm,y (A.20)

where

elity and peln,y are electricity need (constant) and price in importing country i and year y,

bet is the import terminal’s boil-off in %/h,

tet is the average storage time in the import terminal’s tanks in hours,

LCOHm,y is the cost of hydrogen that has been transported from m to n in $/kg H2.

Finally, transport costs of a route that combines pipeline and overseas transport are the sum of the costs

of the individual segments:

TraCcombined
n,m,y = TraCpipe

n,m + TraCsea
n,m,y (A.21)

38It is assumed that the ship uses hydrogen as fuel. On the outward journey, the vessel can use some of the boiled-off
hydrogen cargo as fuel. The boil-off is generally higher than the ship’s fuel requirements. On the way back, the ship still needs
sufficient residual hydrogen in its tanks to cover the fuel required for the return journey. Therefore, the fuel requirement is
only calculated for one route (the return journey).
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Appendix A.4. Calculation of total hydrogen supply costs

The LCOH from equations A.9, A.11 and A.12 gives the production costs for an investment made in a

respective year y. The local hydrogen supply costs HSCn,m,y in year y are the sum of the production costs

in country m and the transportation costs from country m to country n (equation A.22):

HSCn,m,y = LCOHm,y + TraCn,m,y (A.22)

The minimum of equation A.22 is the most efficient pathway to supply hydrogen to country n. Local

production cost results and suitable supply options for specific case study countries are discussed in Section

4.3.

Appendix A.5. Generation of synthetic hourly RES profiles

Capacity factors for RES are taken from peer-reviewed assessments of global wind (Bosch et al., 2017,

2019) and solar energy (Pietzcker et al., 2014) potentials (a detailed description of the datasets used is

provided in Section 3.1). However, these data sets do not provide the hourly capacity factors required for

the optimisation of RES-to-electrolyser capacity.

Therefore, we generate synthetic hourly RES production profiles which correspond to the average annual

capacity factors given by Bosch et al. (2017, 2019) and Pietzcker et al. (2014) for the respective resource

class. They are adapted from actual hourly profiles for a full year, which are obtained from renewables.ninja

(Pfenninger and Staffell, 2016; Staffell and Pfenninger, 2016), one for each country and renewable energy

source.39 In order to generate synthetic hourly RES production profiles for each technology, country and

resource class, an exponential scaling parameter is then applied to the original hourly profile HP res
n,h . The

hourly profile is scaled using the exponential scaling factor σres
n,r , so that the sum of the hourly RES capacity

factors CF res
n,r,h of the resulting profile, divided by the number of hours per year (8760) is equal to the annual

capacity factor CF res
n,r,y for a particular resource class in a particular country:

(HP res
n,h )

σres
n,r = CF res

n,r,h (A.23)

∑8760
n=h CF

res
n,r,h

8760
= CF res

n,r,y (A.24)

where

HP res
n,h is the unscaled hourly profile of res in country n, with HP res

n,h = [0, 1],

CF res
n,r,h is the scaled hourly capacity factor of res in country n and resource class r, with CF res

n,r,h = [0, 1],

39The coordinates of the point each profile was extracted for can be found in Table B.8.
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CF res
n,r,y is the annual capacity factor of res in country n and resource class r, with CF res

n,r,y = [0, 1],

Figure A.11 illustrates the exponential scaling from the original capacity factor to three different higher

capacity factors. To obtain a profile that is more representative of the true variability in single locations,

rather than averaging over the entire area of the country or resource class, a single point is chosen to represent

the hourly profile for a corresponding country. Using an exponential scaling factor has the advantage that

the peaks and troughs of the original profile are preserved, while the overall distribution becomes smoother

when scaled up to a higher capacity factor and more variable when scaled down to a lower capacity factor.

Figure A.11: Illustrative scaling of hourly capacity factor profile

Original profile for 168 hours of onshore wind in Berlin from January 1-7.

For PV and Onshore Wind, the hourly capacity factor is the 2019 profile for selected points in each of

the countries considered in this study, obtained from renewables.ninja (Pfenninger and Staffell, 2016).

Table B.8 gives an overview of all point coordinates. The individual exponential scaling factors σres,n,r for

all combinations of res, countries n and resource classes r were derived through the application of a

non-linear, numerical optimisation model. The model determines the optimal scaling parameter sigmaresn,r

by minimising the objective value OBJ , subject to the constraint given in equation A.27, which ensures

that the algorithm chooses the correct sigmaresn,r to scale the original profile HP res
n,h to the desired annual

capacity factor.

minOBJ (A.25)
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s.t.

OBJ = slackup + slackdown (A.26)

CF res
n,r,y =

∑8760
n=hHP

res
n,h

σres
n,r

8760
+ slackup − slackdown (A.27)

where OBJ is the objective, slackup is a positive slack variable, with slackup ≥ 0 and slackdown is a

negative slack variable, with slackup ≥ 0.

Appendix B. Data

Appendix B.1. Countries and assumptions

Regions

Regional clustering is applied in line with DNV GL (2019). Abbreviations in the region column stand for

NAM: North America; LAM: Latin America; EUR: Europe; MEA: Middle East and North Africa; NEE:

North East Eurasia; SSA: Sub-Saharan Africa; CHN: Greater China; IND: Indian Subcontinent; SEA: South

East Asia; OPA: OECD Pacific.

Hourly profiles

Profiles are taken from renewables ninja (Pfenninger and Staffell, 2016; Staffell and Pfenninger, 2016) for

point coordinates indicated in Table B.8

Costs of CO2 transport and storage

A weighted average is applied to calculate costs from Hendriks et al. (2004). Unrestricted storage includes

all forms of storage, onshore and offshore. Original values are converted to $ and adjusted to 2018$.
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Appendix B.2. RES learning rates in the literature

Table B.5: Overview of the recent literature on learning rates

RES Reference Learning rate Description

PV
Comello et al. (2018) 20% Module costs between 1979 and 2010
ETIP-PV (2019) 30% Expected LR for module prices in the next decade
Fraunhofer ISE (2020) 25% Module price LR in last 40 years
IRENA (2020b) 40% Utility scale solar PV installed cost LR forecast
ITRPV (2020) 23.5% LR from long-term module sales prices
Mauleón (2016) >27% PV cost LR above 27% with a 95% probability
Reichelstein and Sahoo (2018) 34% long-run marginal costs LR
Sivaram and Kann (2016) 18% Historical LR until 2015
Vartiainen et al. (2020) 20/30/40% LRs for slow/best case/fast price decrease projection

General wind
Mauleón (2019) 12% Project cost for wind parks
Rubin et al. (2015a) 12% Offshore & Onshore technology cost
Wiser et al. (2016) 16-20% Implicit LCOE LRs for cumulative wind until 2030
Williams et al. (2017) 9% LR on LCOE

Onshore wind
IRENA (2020b) 23-29% Onshore LCOE LR from 2010-2021
Junginger et al. (2020a) 11.4% Historical LR on onshore LCOE since 1990
Wiser et al. (2016) 18.6% Historical global LCOE learning rate
Wiser et al. (2016) 14-18% Implicit LR projection for onshore LCOE

Offshore wind
Costa (2019) 12.4% LR on offshore LCOE 2011-2017
IRENA (2020b) 10% Offshore LCOE LR for projects 2010-2023
Junginger et al. (2020b) 27% CAPEX for wind parks with >250 MW & >20m water depth
NREL (2020) ATB (moderate) 20% Calculated from offshore CAPEX & IRENA REmap capacity
Wiser et al. (2016) 8% Estimated LCOE LR until 2030

Appendix B.3. Cumulative RES capacity additions in the IRENA REmap scenario

Table B.6: Cumulative global RES capacity additions

2020 2030 2040 2050

PV installed (GW) 1113 3151 5761 8519
PV cumulative (GW) 1113 3151 5982 10651

Onshore wind installed (GW) 988 2309 3790 5044
Onshore cumulative (GW) 988 2309 4195 6693

Offshore installed (GW) 72 216 540 999
Offshore cumulative (GW) 72 216 552 1143

Because RES have to be decommissioned and replaced after 25 years of assumed lifetime, decommissioned
capacities are added to obtain the cumulative installed capacities for wind and PV.
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Appendix B.4. Comparison of RES cost estimates with the literature

Table B.7: Comparison of major CAPEX and LCOE projections with own estimations

Reference PV Onshore Offshore
2030 2040 2050 2030 2040 2050 2030 2040 2050

Literature
IRENA (2019a) CAPEX ($/kW) 340-834 - 165-481 800-1350 - 650-1000 1700-3200 - 1400-2800

LCOE ($/kWh) 0.02-0.08 - 0.014-0.05 0.03-0.05 - 0.02-0.03 0.05-0.09 - 0.03-0.07
IEA (2019d) CAPEX ($/kW) - 430-830 - - 1160-1760 - - 1460-2580 -

LCOE ($/kWh) - 0.03-0.065 - - 0.05-0.085 - - 0.045-0.075 -
BNEF (2019) CAPEX ($/kW)

LCOE ($/kWh) ∼0.045 - ∼0.025 ∼0.037 - ∼0.03 ∼0.037 - ∼0.03
Pregger et al. (2019) CAPEX ($/kW) 730 560 470 1510 1450 1400 3190 2830 2610

LCOE ($/kWh) - - - - - - - - -
DNV GL (2019) CAPEX ($/kW) 507-815 456-731 431-689 941-1495 879-1359 839-1272 2292-2914 2208-2785 2154-2702

LCOE ($/kWh) 0.037-0.07 0.03-0.056 0.025-0.055 0.037-0.084 0.034-0.071 0.032-0.068 0.061-0.1 0.057-0.08 0.055-0.076
Total range CAPEX ($/kW) 340-834 165-689 800-1510 650-1400 1700-3200 1400-2800

LCOE ($/kWh) 0.02-0.08 0.014-0.055 0.03-0.084 0.02-0.068 0.037-0.1 0.03-0.076
This study
Base LR CAPEX ($/kW) 384-626 322-524 266-434 838-1400 753-1257 692-1156 1877-2482 1615-2136 1438-1902

LCOE ($/kWh) 0.023-0.06 0.019-0.05 0.016-0.04 0.028-0.09 0.025-0.08 0.023-0.073 0.05-0.32 0.045-0.27 0.04-0.24
Optimistic LR CAPEX ($/kW) 318-518 251-410 195-318 780-1301 680-1135 610-1019 1717-2271 1424-1883 1231-1627

LCOE ($/kWh) 0.02-0.05 0.015-0.04 0.012-0.03 0.026-0.082 0.023-0.072 0.02-0.064 0.047-0.29 0.039-0.24 0.034-0.21
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Appendix B.5. Country and profile information

Table B.8: Full country information

Country Region Onshore & PV coordinates Offshore coordinates CCS cost ($/t)
Longitude Latitude Longitude Latitude Unrestricted Offshore only

Algeria MEA 3.086472 36.737232 2.764252 36.891593 6.08 8.07
Angola SSA 13.234444 -8.838333 13.683006 -11.274237 6.08 8.07
Argentina LAM -57.969559 -34.920345 -65.112497 -44.396911 9.93 10.42
Australia OPA 149.128998 -35.282001 146.720189 -38.916195 12.43 12.12
Austria EUR 16.363449 48.210033 - - 8.45 8.90
Azerbaijan NEE 49.867092 40.409264 50.497842 40.416625 21.07 34.22
Bahrain MEA 50.606998 26.201001 50.774686 26.360307 10.93 35.57
Bangladesh IND 90.399452 23.777176 91.736779 22.064911 11.26 10.92
Belarus NEE 27.567444 53.893009 - - 21.07 34.22
Belgium EUR 4.351711 50.850339 2.974966 51.512907 8.45 8.90
Bolivia LAM -65.261963 -19.019585 - - 6.83 8.71
Brazil LAM -47.882778 -15.793889 -40.793754 -21.761496 6.83 8.71
Brunei darussalam MEA 114.939453 4.889694 114.481567 4.937166 11.42 12.63
Bulgaria EUR 23.319941 42.698334 28.072589 42.821415 9.48 19.37
Cameroon SSA 11.501346 3.844119 9.617127 2.736100 9.93 10.42
Canada NAM -75.695001 45.424721 -131.500513 53.851515 10.55 12.87
Chile LAM -70.673676 -33.447487 -71.452426 -29.831955 6.83 8.71
China CHN 11.733017 40.846333 122.259134 30.909732 11.34 11.73
Colombia LAM -74.063644 4.624335 -77.552557 4.738221 6.83 8.71
Croatia EUR 15.966568 45.815399 15.762576 43.419435 21.07 34.22
Czech Republic EUR 14.418541 50.073658 - - 9.48 19.37
Denmark EUR 12.568337 55.676098 7.529094 55.656649 8.45 8.90
Dominican Republic LAM -69.929611 18.483402 -70.046872 18.214019 8.89 10.36
Egypt MEA 31.233334 30.033333 30.334033 31.678836 6.08 8.07
Equatorial Guinea SSA 8.781663 3.755781 9.576795 1.735380 9.93 10.42
Estonia EUR 24.753574 59.436962 20.722967 55.728118 21.07 34.22
Finland EUR 24.945831 60.192059 23.976852 59.851824 8.45 8.90
France EUR 2.349014 48.864716 -2.742391 47.202829 8.45 8.90
Georgia NEE 44.783333 41.716667 41.465224 42.163747 21.07 34.22
Germany EUR 13.404954 52.520008 7.409051 53.916902 8.45 8.90
Ghana SSA -0.196901 5.556025 -0.471426 5.251925 9.93 10.42
Greece EUR 23.727539 37.982813 25.486830 36.541305 9.48 19.37
Hungary EUR 19.040236 47.497913 - - 9.48 19.37
Iceland EUR -21.827774 64.128288 -16.992288 63.619733 8.45 8.90
India IND 77.216721 28.644795 72.677288 18.757909 11.26 10.92
Indonesia SEA 106.816666 -6.199987 101.556228 -3.493006 11.42 12.63
Iran MEA 51.404343 35.715298 51.882292 27.675845 10.93 35.57
Iraq MEA 44.361488 33.312805 48.625098 29.836197 10.93 35.57
Ireland EUR -6.266155 53.349996 -7.252736 52.028595 8.45 8.90
Israel MEA 35.217018 31.771959 34.809070 32.624223 10.93 35.57
Italy EUR 12.496366 41.902782 12.768698 44.149726 8.45 8.90
Japan OPA 139.839478 35.652832 141.167345 37.295460 10.86 10.86
Kazakhstan NEE 71.449074 51.169392 51.482481 46.934975 21.07 34.22
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Country Region Onshore & PV coordinates Offshore coordinates CCS cost ($/t)
Longitude Latitude Longitude Latitude Unrestricted Offshore only

Kuwait MEA 47.990341 29.378586 48.305813 29.196934 10.93 35.57
Libya MEA 13.180161 32.885353 14.120382 32.880662 6.08 8.07
Malaysia SEA 101.693207 3.140853 103.578921 3.637505 11.42 12.63
Mexico LAM -99.133209 19.432608 -105.970908 22.496933 8.89 10.36
Moldova NEE 28.907087 47.003671 - - 21.07 34.22
Morocco MEA -6.841648 34.020882 -7.360148 33.888460 6.08 8.07
Mozambique SSA 32.588711 -25.953724 35.707949 -19.534613 10.04 10.04
Myanmar SEA 96.129720 19.745000 94.312807 17.313531 11.42 12.63
Netherlands EUR 4.895168 52.370216 4.264626 52.627737 8.45 8.90
Nigeria SSA 7.491302 9.072264 3.575211 6.204284 9.93 10.42
Norway EUR 10.757933 59.911491 4.856371 59.095572 8.45 8.90
Oman MEA 58.545284 23.614328 59.159880 23.424497 10.93 35.57
Pakistan IND 73.084488 33.438045 66.628908 24.706976 11.26 10.92
Papua New Guinea SEA 147.150890 -9.477230 147.698683 -7.561372 12.43 12.12
Peru LAM -77.042793 -12.046374 -76.990071 -12.501116 6.83 8.71
Philippines SEA 120.984222 14.995120 126.663693 8.078208 11.42 12.63
Poland EUR 21.017532 52.237049 17.384011 54.991130 9.48 19.37
Portugal EUR -9.142685 38.736946 -9.109244 41.682254 8.45 8.90
Qatar MEA 51.534817 25.286106 51.842368 25.119592 10.93 35.57
Republic of Korea OPA 127.024612 37.532602 125.943429 34.513116 11.34 11.73
Romania EUR 26.096306 44.439663 29.064786 44.416690 9.48 19.37
Russian Federation NEE 37.618423 55.751244 29.333282 60.062179 21.07 34.22
Saudi Arabia MEA 46.738586 24.774265 39.467980 20.312128 10.93 35.57
Singapore SEA 103.851959 1.290270 103.621874 1.077362 11.42 12.63
Slovakia EUR 17.107748 48.148598 - - 9.48 19.37
Slovenia EUR 14.505751 46.056946 13.351036 45.542545 9.48 19.37
South Africa SSA -33.431441 21.052866 18.903624 -34.488003 9.93 10.42
Spain EUR 3.703791 40.416775 -2.875886 43.509849 8.45 8.90
Sweden EUR 18.063240 59.334591 17.632432 61.184636 8.45 8.90
Switzerland EUR 7.451123 46.947456 - - 8.45 8.90
Syria MEA 36.278336 33.510414 35.633162 35.241458 10.93 35.57
Taiwan CHN 121.597366 25.105497 120.783397 24.709394 11.34 11.73
Thailand SEA 100.523186 13.736717 100.152647 8.861925 11.42 12.63
Trinidad and Tobago LAM -61.521206 10.671067 -60.790541 10.456449 6.83 8.71
Tunisia MEA 10.181667 36.806389 10.128552 37.430981 6.08 8.07
Turkey MEA 32.866287 39.925533 29.402782 35.974174 10.93 35.57
Turkmenistan NEE 58.383330 37.950000 52.362964 40.353905 21.07 34.22
Ukraine NEE 30.517023 50.431759 30.798417 46.166125 21.07 34.22
United Arab Emirates MEA 54.366669 24.466667 54.443660 25.044579 10.93 35.57
United Kingdom EUR -0.118092 51.509865 1.120625 51.581845 8.45 8.90
United States NAM -95.358421 29.749907 -120.920998 34.376985 13.43 16.33
Uzbekistan NEE 69.240562 41.311081 - - 21.07 34.22
Venezuela LAM -66.916664 10.500000 -66.130320 10.814753 6.83 8.71
Vietnam SEA 105.804817 21.028511 105.735775 9.027149 11.42 12.63
Yemen MEA 44.191006 15.369445 45.434282 12.960379 10.93 35.57

The point coordinates in the table designate the location of the 2019 hourly profile obtained from renewables.ninja
(Pfenninger and Staffell, 2016; Staffell and Pfenninger, 2016) that serves as the starting point for the estimation of
the RES resource class-specific synthetic hourly profiles described in Appendix A.5.

Appendix B.6. CO2 price

Advanced Economies:

Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada, Chile, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark,

Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Korea, Latvia,

Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania,
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Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, United Kingdom and United States.

Emerging Economies:

All other.

Table B.9: Assumptions on global CO2 prices

Region 2020 2030 2050

Advanced economies ($/tCO2) 28 100 160
Emerging economies ($/tCO2) 16 75 145
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Appendix B.7. Full assumptions on transport infrastructure

Table B.10: Techno-economic assumptions for transport infrastructure

2020 2030 2040 2050

Pipeline Lifetime (years) 40 40 40 40
CAPEX ($/tpa/km) 4 4 4 4
OPEX (%CAPEX/a) 5 5 5 5
Utilization (%) 75 75 75 75

Ship Lifetime (years) 30 30 30 30
CAPEX ($/t) 37,455 33,709 25,282 16,855
OPEX (%CAPEX/a) 4 4 4 4
Speed (km/h) 30 30 30 30
Berthing time (h) 48 48 48 48
Fuel use (MJ H2/km) 1,487 1,487 1,487 1,487
Boil off (%/day) 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

Export Terminal Lifetime (years) 30 30 30 30
CAPEX ($/tpa) 747 672 504 336
OPEX (%CAPEX/a) 4 4 4 4
Electricity use (kW/kg H2) 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61
Boil-off (%/day) 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

Import Terminal Lifetime (years) 30 30 30 30
CAPEX ($/tpa) 4,939 4,445 3,334 2,223
OPEX (%CAPEX/a) 4 4 4 4
Electricity use (kW/kg H2) 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Boil-off (%/day) 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

Liquefaction Lifetime (years) 30 30 30 30
CAPEX ($/tpa) 5,385 4,846 4,362 3,877
OPEX (%CAPEX/a) 4 4 4 4
Electricity use (kWh/kg H2) 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.1
Availability (%) 90 90 90 90

Offshore pipeline costs are assumed to be 25% higher than onshore pipeline costs(Gerwen et al., 2019). Assumptions for ships
and terminals are based on IEA (2019c), cost reductions are calculated based on projections of Wijayanta et al. (2019, Table
7), who project a 20% cost reduction for liquefaction cost, a 50% reduction for shipping cost and a 45-55% cost reduction for
import and export terminals from 2030 to 2050. A storage length of 3 days for export terminals and 20 days for import
terminals is assumed (Mizuno et al., 2017). Additionally, in this paper, 10% cost reduction from 2020 to 2030 is assumed for
every technology in the seaborne transport supply chain.

Appendix C. Supplementary Results

Appendix C.1. Effects of RES-to-electrolyser capacity ratio optimisation on LCOH

The general optimisation principle is that the ratio of installed electrolysis to RES capacity is adjusted

to minimise the LCOH of the whole system. The optimisation essentially trades RES curtailment against a

higher annual utilisation of the installed electrolyser capacity. The optimal RES-to-electrolyser ratio is given

by the variable S∗. Optimising RES-to-electrolyser capacities decreases the LCOH of all RES-electrolyser

combinations. Figure C.12 shows the relative decrease in LCOH through optimisation compared to a system
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in which the installed capacity of the RES and the electrolyser are the same. Cost reductions through the

optimisation are higher for PV than for wind. PV capacity factors are generally lower, resulting in a lower

electrolyser utilisation, making electrolysis costs more significant per kg of hydrogen. The optimisation

increases electrolyser utilisation and decreases the share of electrolyser costs in the total LCOH. As a

consequence, the disadvantage of low PV capacity factors is partially diminished, leading to higher relative

LCOH decreases.40 Optimising capacity ratios decreases electrolyser costs and increases the cost of electricity

(LCOE) per kg of hydrogen. The mean LCOE increase is roughly constant for PV, at 9-10%. A slight

decrease in additional LCOE is observable over time for wind, from 6% in 2020 to 4% in 2050 for onshore,

and from 5% in 2020 to 4% in 2050 for offshore wind.

Figure C.12: Relative PV and onshore wind LCOH reduction through optimisation compared to the case without
optimisation

The relative decrease is calculated by comparing LCOH for a 1:1 ratio of RES and electrolyser capacity to the LCOH for an
optimised ratio and utilisation. Grey dots indicate the relative LCOH decreases for all individual resource classes and years of
PV (left) and onshore wind (right). Results are presented for low-temperature electrolysers and baseline cost assumptions.

Figure C.13 displays the optimal ratios of the respective RES to low-temperature electrolysers under

baseline assumptions. The grey dots visualise time series for each country and resource class covered in

this study. The optimal ratio depends on the local hourly electricity generation profile of the wind or PV

generator. The distribution of optimal capacity ratios is wider for onshore wind than for PV. This is because

globally, the range of possible capacity factors for wind is higher than for PV, leading to a greater interval

of optimal ratios, between 2.5 and 1.3. The mean optimal RES-to-electrolyser capacity ratio for PV stays

constant at 1.6, while for onshore wind, it decreases from 1.8 in 2020 to 1.6 in 2050. This is mainly due to

the different development of relative RES-to-electrolyser cost ratios in both technology combinations. The

ratio of electrolyser cost to PV cost per kW and year, and consequently also the optimal capacity ratio,

remains roughly constant over the years. As learning rates for onshore wind are lower, electrolysis CAPEX

40The slight kink in the curve in the year 2030 are based on assumptions about the development of electrolyser CAPEX.
The electrolyser CAPEX curve changes its slope at 2030, which is also reflected in the relative cost improvement through
optimisation.
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Figure C.13: Optimal RES-to-electrolyser capacity ratio for PV and onshore wind

Grey dots indicate results for optimal RES-to-electrolyser ratios for all individual resource classes of PV (left) and onshore
wind (right). Results are based on baseline assumptions and low-temperature electrolysis.

decrease faster relative to onshore wind CAPEX, making the electrolysis component relatively cheaper.

As a result, achieving high utilisation of the electrolysis system becomes less important over time, leading

to a lower optimal ratio and a lower optimal electrolyser utilisation. Relative cost improvements through

optimisation also decrease for onshore wind from 12% in 2020 to 7% in 2050, as shown in Figure C.12.

LCOH improvements roughly stay constant for PV at a mean of 15%.

Appendix C.2. On the potential cost advantage of hybrid systems

Some studies consider RES-based hydrogen production from hybrids (Fasihi et al., 2016; Fasihi and

Breyer, 2020; Niepelt and Brendel, 2020; Jensterle et al., 2020; Ram et al., 2019). In a hybrid system, e.g.,

a combination of onshore wind and PV is coupled to an electrolyser (Mazzeo et al., 2020), allowing for a

higher utilisation of the installed electrolyser capacity by reducing the overall intermittency of the electricity

supply. This may—in the right circumstances—give a hybrid system a cost advantage over pure wind- or

PV-based systems. The decisive factor is the percentage overlap or balance between the hourly production

profiles of the wind and solar components. Estimates for overlap hours of PV and wind range between 5%–

25% (Breyer, 2012, pp. 386). The smaller the number of overlap hours, the better both RES complement

each other and the higher the possible annual utilisation of the electrolyser. In a hybrid system, the savings

associated with the higher utilisation of the electrolyser are traded against the increase in CAPEX/OPEX

associated with having to install two different RES technologies.

Simulated runs of the optimisation model used in this study, allowing for a pairing of wind and PV

capacity, show that hybrid systems do lead to a lower LCOH in some cases only. Generally, this is the case

if the best potentials of PV and onshore wind of a country are combined in a hypothetical hybrid system41

41For this, it is necessary to assume that the best wind and PV potentials overlap geographically, which may not be the case
in reality. Furthermore, the sources used to determine and classify country-level RES potentials in this study (Pietzcker et al.,
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and electrolyser CAPEX are high. However, since we assume a progressive reduction in electrolyser CAPEX

over time, the optimisation shows that even when a country’s best wind and PV potentials are combined in a

hypothetical hybrid system, single RES systems, in particular those based on a combination of an electrolyser

with solar PV, become the least-cost solution in almost all countries. This is shown by Figure C.14 for the

case of Morocco as an illustrative example. It shows that from 2030 onwards, it is more cost-effective to

produce hydrogen using the cheaper RES technology, rather than a hybrid system existing of more than one

technology. The big advantage of a hybrid system in other studies without capacity optimisation is a higher

installed RES-to-electrolyser capacity ratio,42 which increases the electrolyser’s utilisation. But as soon as

the RES-to-electrolyser capacity ratio is optimised in general, electrolysers are run at an optimal level, and

the relative advantage of hybrid systems is lost in most cases.

Figure C.14: Illustrative comparison of hybrid with single RES system

This chart compares the LCOH of a hybrid—an optimal pairing of an electrolyser with two RES (onshore wind and
PV)—with the LCOH of a single-RES-system—an optimal pairing of an electrolyser with a single RES (either onshore wind
or PV)—for Morocco as an illustrative example. The LCOH of the respective systems is plotted on the left axis, while the
share of onshore wind in the total electrical capacity of the hybrid system is given by the right axis.

Appendix C.3. Hydrogen supply cost case study: United States

In contrast to Japan, the United States has excellent conditions for low cost domestic low-carbon

hydrogen production. The country is the world’s largest natural gas producer and therefore has access to

inexpensive natural gas (IEA, 2019a). There are also large areas with very favourable conditions for both

2014; Bosch et al., 2017, 2019) do not provide information on the spatial overlap of wind/PV potentials, making it impossible
to determine the volumes of hydrogen that could be produced from a given combination of wind/PV resource classes. That
would require a new and very detailed geospatial analysis of global RES potentials, which is beyond the scope of this study.

42Usually, a ratio of one is installed. For hybrid plants, wind and PV are paired to an electrolyser, leading to a capacity ratio
of two.
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onshore wind and solar PV. However, the United States is a large country, and good RES potentials are

often located far from where energy is consumed. Thus, supply costs for domestically produced hydrogen

in consumption centres, in particular, if it is RES-based, could be slightly higher than presented here, as

the hydrogen would potentially need to be transmitted over substantial distances.

However, despite low costs for hydrogen from RES, the conversion of natural gas to hydrogen will probably

be the cheapest solution in the United States in the long term. Under optimistic assumptions, domestic

hydrogen costs could fall to $1.2/kg in the long run. At the natural gas prices projected by the IEA (2019c),

pyrolysis could be an even cheaper option ($1.14/kg). If upstream costs for domestic gas production were

taken as inputs, costs for hydrogen from NGR+CCS and pyrolysis could be lower still.

Figure C.15: Comparison of hydrogen supply costs in the United States 2050
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Black lines for hydrogen from natural gas indicate hydrogen costs for different gas prices. Figure C.18 in the Appendix shows
a cost comparison for 2030.

For the United States, the following conclusions can be drawn:

• As large potentials for cheap renewable electricity exist, importing hydrogen from RES is probably

not competitive. Instead, the US could potentially become a hydrogen exporter.

• Despite low costs for domestic RES, hydrogen from natural gas, especially from pyrolysis, will probably

be the cheapest form of low-carbon hydrogen production in the medium and long term.

• Gas prices and favourable RES conditions lead to particularly low hydrogen costs that could fall to

$1/kg by 2050.
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Appendix C.4. Additional hydrogen supply cost case study figures for 2030

Figure C.16: Comparison of hydrogen supply costs in Germany 2030
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Black lines for RES import via pipeline indicate cost levels for different types of pipeline transport, spanning from a
retrofitted natural gas pipeline to a high cost new pipeline. For hydrogen from natural gas, black lines indicate costs for
different gas prices.

Figure C.17: Comparison of hydrogen supply costs in Japan 2030
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Black lines indicate costs for different gas prices.
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Figure C.18: Comparison of hydrogen supply costs in the US 2030

US 2030
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Black lines indicate costs for different gas prices.

This section compares our estimates for low-carbon hydrogen production and supply costs to those in

other literature. The comparison focuses mainly on hydrogen from RES because it is the focus of more

studies, and there is a higher number of cost estimates than for hydrogen from natural gas.

Appendix C.5. Hydrogen from RES: comparison to literature estimates

A comparison of production cost results from this study and recent estimates from the literature is

shown in Figure C.19 for hydrogen from RES. There is a wide scattering of cost estimates from the

literature; production costs of hydrogen from RES vary for different WACC and CAPEX assumptions.

Cost estimates derived in this study under baseline assumptions are located within the interval of

literature estimates.

The LCOH projection from BNEF (2020) is significantly lower than estimates from other studies because

lower assumptions are made for capital expenditures, especially for electrolysers. According to BNEF

(2019), alkaline electrolysers could cost $115/kW in 2030, sliding further to $80/kW until 2050. These

CAPEX assumptions are substantially lower than in the other studies and also significantly lower than the

optimistic assumption in this study. If BNEF is considered a downward outlier, cost results in the

literature for the short and medium term are higher than the results obtained by this study (Section 4.1).

This changes in the long run, where some studies project even lower costs.

IRENA (2019b) estimates current hydrogen costs of $6/kg for PV and $4.4/kg for wind and expects

costs to decrease to an average of $2/kg for PV and $1/kg for wind. Thus, IRENA projects a higher relative

cost reduction than the paper at hand. Its projected long-term production costs are roughly at the level

of this study’s optimistic case. The poor performance of PV compared to onshore wind is partly due to

IRENA assuming a 1:1 ratio of RES to electrolyser capacity, leading to correspondingly low utilisation of
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Figure C.19: Classification of results for hydrogen from RES under baseline assumptions

Results shown for this study are mean values of the 20 lowest-cost resources classes for each RES-electrolyser combination, as
elaborated in Section 4.1. For studies where a cost interval is given, the upper and lower limits are marked as points and
connected by a line.

electrolysers paired with PV due to the lower capacity factors of the latter. In this study, by contrast, the

optimisation of RES-to-electrolyser ratios reduces PV’s relative disadvantage, making it the cheapest source

for hydrogen from RES in the long run.

Perner et al. (2018) provide hydrogen production costs for PV in Morocco for 2050 and report $2.39/kg in

a reference and 1.19%/kg in an optimistic scenario. This study’s results are slightly lower with $1.77-$2/kg

under baseline assumptions and $1.04-$1.18/kg under optimistic assumptions. Just like IRENA (2019b)

however, Perner et al. (2018) also assume electrolyser utilisation in line with the capacity factor of the PV

plant. The optimisation of the RES-to-electrolyser ratio can therefore explain the lower LCOH derived in

the paper at hand.

In projections from the IEA (2020), production costs for hydrogen from electrolysis start from a minimum

of $1.4/kg in 2050. This result is very close to this study, where $1.5/kg is the minimum production cost

under baseline assumptions.
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Appendix C.6. Hydrogen supply cost: comparison to literature estimates

It is challenging to compare the supply cost estimates derived by this study to other studies as all make

different assumptions relating to the transportation, storage or distribution of low-carbon hydrogen.

Nevertheless, the following section compares this study’s results to other projections provided in the

literature. The primary purpose is to identify the different approaches used to estimate supply costs for a

given country.

According to BNEF (2020), low-carbon hydrogen supply costs as low as $2/kg in 2030 and $1/kg in 2050

may be achievable in many parts of the world. Again, BNEF project much lower costs than other studies,

which is mainly due to the very low assumed CAPEX (Figure C.19) for electrolysis.

Jensterle et al. (2020) analyse import potentials for Germany, with the lowest-cost hydrogen in 2030

imported from Norway with a border price of $5.47/kg. These estimates are substantially higher than the

estimates in this study due to higher assumed production costs, which Jensterle et al. (2020) expect to be

$4.84/kg in Norway in 2030.

Pfennig et al. (2017) analyse the import of hydrogen via LH2 tanker from Morocco to Germany and

derive costs of $5.17/kg for2030 and $4.19/kg for 2050. This analysis, by contrast, finds that LH2 imports

are not cost-efficient, especially for Germany. Instead, hydrogen from Morocco would best be transported

through retrofitted natural gas pipelines. However, this study’s estimates for LH2 imports from Morocco

are broadly in line with Pfennig et al. (2017) for 2030 ($5.14/kg) and slightly lower for 2050 ($3.45/kg). The

main reason for the difference in the 2050 estimate is that Pfennig et al. (2017) project electricity generation

costs (LCOE) in Morocco to fall less than assumed in the paper at hand.

According to the IEA (2019b), low-carbon hydrogen from Australia could be delivered to Japan at a

cost of $5.5/kg in 2030, which corresponds almost exactly to the results of this analysis. However, the IEA

estimate is for ammonia, whereas LH2 transport, as assumed in this study, would cost $7/kg. The difference

is mainly due to higher electricity prices assumed by IEA (2019b) compared to our study, which results in

higher liquefaction costs.

Heuser et al. (2020) assess a global provision scheme for low-carbon hydrogen and estimate $4/kg for

hydrogen supplied to Germany and the US and $4.5/kg for hydrogen supplied to Japan. This study’s

finds significantly lower costs, about $2/kg for domestic hydrogen in the US, slightly above $2/kg for

pipeline-based supplies to Germany, and $3.3/kg for Japan. Differences in the research focus can mainly

explain the discrepancy: Heuser et al. (2020) only consider the production and trade of hydrogen from RES.

Furthermore, they pre-select hydrogen production regions and include domestic hydrogen transportation

costs. In this paper, by contrast, hydrogen production is not limited ex-ante to specific areas. Additionally,

this analysis considers hydrogen from natural gas as an alternative production route to hydrogen from RES.

Our results suggest that, for example, the United States could probably produce low-carbon hydrogen more
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cost-effectively from natural gas than from RES.43. Above all, the United States are unlikely to need to

import hydrogen. Heuser et al. (2020), on the other hand, assumes that domestic RES potentials are not

sufficiently competitive for hydrogen production.

To summarise the points made above, supply cost estimates for countries vary from study to study

due to differences in assumptions. LCOH projections depend on techno-economic assumptions; different

initial inputs inevitably lead to different results. Furthermore, including or excluding different pathways

for transport may potentially have a large impact on import costs. Shipping especially is costly: if tankers

are used to transport hydrogen, overall supply costs increase substantially. Another key feature of many

previous studies is that production regions are pre-selected. Consequently, hydrogen production is limited

to these regions, a predetermined structure that also affects the results. The advantage of the analysis

presented in the paper at hand is that it covers a large number of countries and thus avoids a high degree of

pre-selection. Thus, it provides a broader basis for the projection of low-carbon hydrogen production costs

globally, with many countries considered as potential exporters.

43This depends mainly on the future gas price since supply costs for hydrogen from natural gas are very sensitive to changes
in gas price. In IEA (2020), the cost of hydrogen produced by SMR with CCS ranges from $1.1-$2.1/kg in 2050 for gas prices
of $6-$25/MWh, which is also roughly the result in this study.
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